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POREWARD

' Our classroom teachers in Bristol have met the implementation of_,----
the Career Education Program, with enthusiastic response. Thie--

curriculum guide is the result of the combined efforts of so many
in such a short time. I hope thit the activities contained within
this guide will encourage a great many more teachers to rise to the
call, of such an important concept in education today.

It will be through the efforts and cooperation of all involved
that we will be able to provide our students with the necessary
information they will need to meet the challenges of the world of
work.

To the many teachers and Career Education staff who have given
of their time, I express my appreciation for a JO', well done.

4

I

Dr. William F. Rowe
Superintendent of Schools
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INIT*DUCrION

All education is career education or it should bet The activities
contained within this guide are representative of the preceding sentence. We
are not adding another subject to the existing curriculum, rather incorporating
a these to,the subjects already present. You as a classroom teacher might
say that you have been doing a lot of what is contained in this guide already.
What we would like to have you take a look at are the aCtivities that
haven't been using. As you become more familiar with the cone career
education, you'll find numerous ways to.incorporate car tion into your
daily.lissons.

Unlike many other programs that have the compiling of a curriculum 'guide
as one of their first Objectiies, the Bristol Career Education Program did
not produce the guide first,*but rather we collected the activities that have
been developed over the past year by the classroom teachers in Bristol. The
activities that are contained in this guide have been used at leaft ands and id
several instances, they have been used a number of times.

opur purpose in publishing this provisional curriculum guide is two-fold.,

411L

First, we would like to place the activities that have been developed into
the hands *US, many other teachers as possible. Unless we share our ideas
and thoughts, we do not benefit the greatest number of students. Secondly,
we hope that the material contained within this publication can be improved
upon, added to, and the source of inspiration for new and better career
education classroom activities.

Whatever career education activity you may want to personally became
involved with, the Career Education staff and material resources are available
to help make the experience a meaningful:One for your students. We fully
recognize that it is mg.- the classroom teacher - who influences the greatest
number of students.

We, the 1114164X11 of the Bristol Career Education Departme6t, would like
to thank all the administrators, teachers, and students who have helped make
the publication of this curriculum guide a reality. We would like to thank
our secretarial itaff for the time and effort that they have themselves put
into the production of this guide. Mrs. Carol Jackowits receive* credit for
the art work on the cover of our gUide. And i would personally like to thank

4110 the members of the Carer Rdneation staff for a job well done over and beyond
the call of duty. Their dedication and ocamdtmaut to the concept of career
education has been the inspiration to all those involved in this undertaking.

WO have purAiefully constructed the career education curriculum guide
so that additional pages may be added. We hope that during the course of
the next year we may be able to periodically add supplements which will
help the students of Bristol grow in an awareness of themselves and an awareness
of tigmmorld of work.

Robert J. Edmondson, Director
Career Education

* January, 1975
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What_Ls_a_Carser Education Activity?

A Career Education Activity consists of the following six parts and can
fit into any subject.

Goal - What it is you want to do in Career Education?

Ceireer EducationObjectives - The specific tasks involved in achieving the
goal.

Materials - What you need to fulfill the objectives.

Procedure - How you intend to accomplish your objectives.

Results - How the students' behavior, has changed as a result of your
activity.

Evaluation -.Any device that allows for an expression, by the students,
which will dhow that their behavior has changed.

04,
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Pt.

CAFE EDUCATION CBJEGTIVES '

K - 6

1. To male t!e students aware of their feelings.

2. To expose the students to other people's feelings.

I. Tbrdxpose students to as many caree±s as possible.

4. To relate as many direersto the existing curriculum. 4

5. To lead the students through a beginning decision making process.

6. To expose theisUrrounding oommunity to Career Education and

0 get community involvement.
.

.

_

7. To relate the students choice of careers -with their self-concept

4 ;IP

8. To get follow through on Career involvement on all levels of Ed./

/

9. For students to relate to tibachers as people and toaoher. relate

to students as people.

10. For all school. perecnneil to function for the students '

Penetrating School Strata.

a
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Introduced by Mary Johns
Kindergarten

GQAbs 1)

2)

The children will develop a positive self i7Age through a
series of positive experiences in cooking and nutrition. a
The children will be exposed to various careers in tne health

and ntrtritioti

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
A series of cooking experiences will provide the children with an
opportunity to grow and develop physically, socially, and emotionally.
They will have experience in pre-reading, math, science, health
and language skills.

MATERIALS: Hot plate, electric frying pan, utensils, bowls, a variety
of foods which won't require a budget, use apartment size
electric stove if possible.

PROCEDUREs The unit will involve a series of cooking experiences with
pre and past activitiessplanned. eg. making vegetable soup',

buying ingredients at store (explore careers at a store)

visit a farm where vegetables grow and talk with the farmer.

Experiences which are planned will cover all areas to which

kindergarten children are exposed.
RESULTS:

EVAtUATTONt A complete unit was written fax. castliwr Rincation In con,
jtme.tikxn r1+11 +111a

1

O
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Intoduced by Mrs. Anita Casey
Kindergarten

GOAL: Acquaint kindergarten children with
in its care and up keep.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1 View animals.
2 Observe workers at the zoo.

3 Discuss jobs involved.

MATERIALS:

PROSELURE:

RESULTS:

the zoo and T:oblemz involved.

Books, "I Want To Be A Zoo Keeper" cassett

"A Visit To The Children Zoo"

Discuss what a zoo is and what we will so^
look for. Discuss jobs observed.

nlsenss what to

Better awarness of what a zoo is and what jobs are involved

in running a zoo.

111
RVALUATTM4 A very levx-thnbilit taAporlonoe fOr kirdorgnrtAn ohildron.
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Intorduces by Mary Johns
Kindergarten

GOAL: Our goal is to broaden the sphere of knowledge the chil:Iren will

have and to expose them to two resources in the ,-ommunity.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES*
To familiarize childien with farm animals and the airport.

,

MATEPIALS: Transportation to farm. ;

P. ?s Discussion with Att. to follow up reinforcement of farm animals

as well as airport.

RESULTS, As well as seeing Hogan's farm, we visited the Johnny Cake

farm and airport. Excellent reeults-enjoyalls for both.

EVALUATION: Both farms were worth seeing as well as airport. At Hogan's 4

we were given more of a tour thru the cider mine etc.
Johnny Cake Ranch - less structured.
Johnny Cake Airport - very good tour - allowed children to
climb in plan, watch take-off and landing.

- 2 -



Introduced by Mrs. Johns
Kindergarten

GOAL: To provide the child positive self image.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
To have the mirror available to use in various self awareness
activities.
Such ass 1 Seeing, expressing, and understanding emotions.

`2 Seeing self as others see you.
3 To see comparisons, detfals, similarities, differences,

etc.

MATERIALS: Two full length mirrors from predlees, about $5 each.
-

F2C4DURE: Mirrors will be mounted on closet doors.

RESULTS: Children will profit from the many impressions using the mirror
and understand sore abont "60 r

- 4 -
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Introduced by Frank Dolce
Kindergarten

I Activity

OBJECTIVE: 1)

PROCEDURE: 1)

PREPARATION: 1

2
3

II Activity

OBJECTIVE: 1)

PROCEDURE: 1)

PREPARATION* 1)

2)

3)

To inform parents of the importance
and relate it to their children.

of Career Education

Parents will participate in Career day programs as career

models or resource persons.

Send invitation to parents of the children in the class.

Prepare name tags for all parents.
List resource people and props that models can bring in.

Identify good work habits and how they relate to work

in school.

Students are-ableto identify work tasks and jobs that

you perform in school,

Set up a display of books that tell about animals

at work.
Role play a situation involving studying and work habits

in the Kindergarten level.
Have a discus:00n on work habits and rules of the

classrooms.

III Activity

OBJECTIVE: 1) To identify community helpers
immediate neighborhood.

PROCEDURE Students will be able to tell
workers helping them.

PREPARATIONS 1) Take pictures with a camara
workers.

2) Invite school and community
with their props to discuss

EVALUATION OF THE THREE OBJECTIVES:

1) Have the students
exposed to.
Have the students
Have the students
tell why.

in the schools and in the

of the school and community-

of school and community

workers into the classroom
their work with the students.

draw pictures of the jota that th,:.y were

tell about the jobs thoy weyx, c4czed
toll the job thviike bort and least and

- 5 _
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Introduced by Mrs, Gecirta
Mn. Gareth Ficings

Grade I

GOAL: To expose the students to the various careers in the circus and

in the hospitality and recreation clusters.

CAREER EDUIOrION OBJECTIVES:
1po have the students see first hand the careers in the circus.

2 To have the students interview various people working in the

circus.

MATERIALS: Transportation to the Shrine Circus.

2 BoOks and literature on the circus.

PROCEDURE:

RESTILTS:

1) IntrodUce the concept of a circus and the various techniques

of entertaining people.
Show,' film and filmstrips on the circuse
Field trip to the circus and have students get the toial

atmosphere of the circus.

1) As S. follow up to the unit, the students will decide what

person they want to invite.
2) Hive students develop their routines and material inoorpozating

41 curriculum - art, music, language arts, physical ed.

3) Tut on their own circus - sell programs tha+. students printed

/ up themselves in art and language arts.

is



Introduced by Miss Siat
Miss Grindal

"A.aczerziii

Grade I

GOAL, To make the students aware of jobs pertaining to car3 of
animals.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1) To expose the children to various jobs involving animal

care.
2) To expose the children to bow animals interact with

each other - like people interact.

MATERIALS: Bus to Sherwood Forest.

PROCEDURE: 1) Pre-discussion on possible jobs at a zoo or
forest.
Field trip to Sherwood Forest.

3 Post follow-up discussion on field trip.

EVALUATION. The children will discuss and write R creative
stexcy allout the Jobe they were expcsed to.

7



Introduced by Mr. F. Doice
Grade I

I Activity

OBJECTIVE: 1) To involve parents of the students in Career
Education.

PROCEDURE: 1) Paxents will participate in a Career introduction
or Career discussion activity.

PREPARATION: 1) Parent will come and demonstrate their job with
props and /or children will go out to parent's
place of work to visit the parents in work
envioinment.

II Activity

OBJECTIVE: 1) To develop an awareness of occupational interests.

PROCEDURES: 1) Have children-work with interested continuum
game.

2) Have children work, with tools for woodworking
and/or mechanics.

PREPARATTM 1) Have teachers in through interesting career
earnest making the children aware of jobs working
with people and things.

2) Have simple tools for classes to work with to
get the feel of working with tools.

3) Have the classes work on making collages of
different work clusters and also making bulletin
boards of different types of jots with pictures
of people at wor.

410
III Activity

OBJECTIVE: 1) For the students to understand the variety of workers
needed to fulfill the services in the community.

PROCEDURE: 1) Each child kill describe a service that a comml.mi-V
worker provides.

PREPARATION: 1) Have each student make a fiAder or pictu-:7e
out of books, nper,slnes,

to a specific ().-..

2) Invite a community workt,..: 4ho uclks with his
tocls el$1,7sroom to Give a (lc:-

onstration.
3) Have the students make a folder of people and

jell.; that people do.

EIALUATION OF THE Tmnm 0:1JEC.TIVLS

FI-Je chldron rolo pIv a :::peolno comwty helper and also
be able to recognize and tell the v of tools or tho tools nceacd

1.15,- or he: job. - 8 - 20
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Introduced by Frank Dolce
Grade I

GOAL: To make children aware of the different "community :,elp:-25:5".

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
To make children see what is involved in the wol:k of a
telephone repairman and how he is needed in a community.

MATERIALS: Telephone, a board illustrating how wires are connected

from a role to a house and all the tools used by a
repairman in climbing a pole.

PROCEDURE: Mr. Greene demonstrated the use of the telephone as
well as bringing them outside to his truck and showing

them how he climbs roles.

RESULTS: The children made posters on what they had learned from

this activity. It proved that it was worthwhile since

they remembered the important points through illustrations.

RVALUATTON, From the work of the children, I was surprised to find

out how much the children had, learned. The underlying

theme was that they should not touch wires.

-9 21.



Introduced by Mrs. Litke
Grade I

GOAL: To expose first grade children to jobs in a

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1. To make children aware of baking sequence.

2. To make child aware of how each person performed his
job.

3. To make child aware of this as a cooperative effort
to get job done.

4. To make aware. of methods of selling.
5. To make aware of sanitation (clothes, regulations,

state inspection)

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

Library books, pictures and conversation, simple baking
project, class store for selling baked goods.

Discuss materials in class. Prepare children. (Bus

trips, insurance, and two°more parents.) Take trip

to bakery.

RESULTS: Children have an increased awareness of jobs in a bakery
as a means of making a living and supporting a family.

EVALUATToth Objectives achieved were a worthwhile result of time
and effort put into laneration.

- 10 -
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Introduced by Mrs. Petit \
Mrs. Whitcomb

Grade II

GOAL, To promote a better understanding of the supermarket and
its purposes.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES,
To provide an opportunity for the cnildrch to actually see
the arrangement of goods, kinds of storage areas,
responsibilities of clerks ect. in the act14 workings
of a supermarket.

PROCEDURE: 'We have studied the sups ket in our community studiea
in social studies. We ha actually constructed a
supermarket in our cliss om.

RESULTS: I feel that the, children hav' a better uncierctanatng of
.the store and how it,Xita togethor.

SO

24



Introddced by Mrs, Newpeck
Mrs. Bombanti

Grade II
ti

GOAL: To better acquaint the children with a doctcr's role 'n
our society.

4

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
*1) -To better acquaint the doctor role on a personal level,

( the doctor as a friend ).
2) To calm possible apprehensiveness on the part of the

children regarding doctor visitation.
To examine a doctor's profession on a broader scope,
as opposed to just the viewpoint the child sees in a
brief office call.

4) To provide helpful information to the children on
_general health points.

5) To elaborate on various specialtise within the medical
profession,

I

MATERIALS:

PROCEDUREt

We hope the:speaker would exhibit some tools of his
profession.

To explain his or her profession on a level that
would be understandable to y-ung children. To also
provide the children with an:aUaitory, visual and
tactile approach t2unlierstanding a doctor's professiOn.

12 -

7
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Introduced by Mrs. Newpeck
Mrs. Bombanti

Grade II

GOAL: To better acquaint the children with a nurse's role in our

society.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1) To better acquaint the children to the role of a

nurse on a personal level.
2) To explain differences in the responsibility of a

nurse's role as opposed to the role of a doctor.

3) To broaden the children's knowledge of the importance
of a nurse's role in connection with hospital or hope

nursing duties.
44 To give practical, general health information 4::1 the

children.

MATERIALSI

PROCEDURE:

Materials to accompany a first aid program would he

most helpful.

`We would hope the ,children Jould obtain practical^
information on medical procedure, ex. a demonstration
on bandaging would be welcomed. We'd like to see the

children participate in a first aid class and learn the
basicerulie of safety at home and on the playground
through a Meaninen1 experience.

*;=_

-13-
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Introduced by ni.s. NewpecL
Mrs. Bombanti

Grade II

GOAL: To better acquaint the children with the role of a

pharmacist in our society.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1) To better acquaint the children with the professional

duties of a pharmacist.
2) To explain differences between prescription drugs vs.

over-the-counter medication.
3) To give practical information on proper drug use,

MATERIALS: We hope the speaker woula exhibit some tools of his

laboratory, ex. measuring instruments and frequently
used chemical ingredients.

PROCEDURE. A demonstration on prescribed drugs as opposed,to
nonprescription drugs which are easily obtained

would be helpful.

a

- 14



Introduced by Mrs. Newpeck
Mrs, Bombanti

Grade II

GOAL: To better acquaint the role of an insurance agent in our

society.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE:
1) To better acquaint the children to the role insurance

plays in covering hospital costs.
2) To explain in brief what types of coverage are

available and the benefits of each type.

3) To provide a means of comparison relating monthly cost
vs. obtained coverage.

MATERIALS: We hope the agent could exhibit to the children
actual insurance forms and perhaps compose a simplified
form the children Could actually use.

PROCEDURE: We hope the speaker would explain his profession on a
Level that would be understandable to young children
with as much visual material as possible.



IntroduCed by Mrs, Newpeck
Mrs, Bombanti

Grade II

GOALS To present a new experience to the children on the wide

'range of activities within a hospital.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE:
1) To become familiar with the mechanics of a hospital,

its staff and their function in hospital life.

2) To become acquainted with the life-saving tools of the

medical profession in a positive context.

3) To become especially familiar with the children's ward

in case firc.ure visits for tonsillectomies or other health

reasons.

MATERIALS: Not only would we hope to provide the children with

a visual and auditory experience, but we also hope,, at

least in some areas, to encompass the tactile approach.

PROCEDURE: We would hope to visit as many of the following areas

as possible, with explanation of the importance of

these rooms= emergency ward, maternity ward, pediatrics,

nursery, operating rooms, kitchen, laurriry room, switch-

board, general offices.



Introduced by Mrs. Newpeck
Mrs, Bombanti

Grade II

GOAL: To better acquaint the children with the role of an editor

in regard to society. 4:0

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1) To explain the role of an editor, his specific

responsibilities.
2) To explain the process and difficulties of bringing a

paper "to print",
3) To explain the various roles of workers in a newspaper

office and how they relate to one another.

We hope the speaker could exhibit various small tools
and other materials used in publication of a newspaper.

To explain an editor's profession on a level that
would be understandable to young children. We hope

to also provide the children with an auditory, visual,
and tactile approach to understandim an-editor's
profession.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

30



Introduced by Mrs. Newpeck
Mrs, Bombanti

Grade II

GOAL: To explain the role of a reporter and a photographer involvi ;;
newspaper stories and to better acquaint the cilldren to the

importance these professions play in our society.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1) To explain the role of the reporter and the photographer

in regard to selection of particular stories or photo-
graphs

2) To explain the importance rivalry, as well as cooperation,
play in obtaining newspaper stories and photos. Possibly.

paralleling this to life situations children may experi-
ence,

MATERIALS :

PRerRTNIRR:

We hope the speakers would exhibit specific instruments
used by their respective professions.

To explain a photographer's and reporter's profession
on a level that would be understandable to young
children. We would hope to provide the children under-
standing of these two professions in an auditory, visual,
and tantito npproonh to ]Aarning.

- 18 -
IC 31
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Introduced by Mrs. Newpeck
Mrs. Bombanti

Grade II

GOAL: To present a new experience to the childrew,,on.thelwide
range of activities regarding publication of a newspaper
in association with community life.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE:
1) To allow the children the op ortunity to develop a

sense of the importance of the newspaper as a community

agent.
4) To develop an awareness of the importance of fairness

and impartiality in reporting as well as paralleled-to

other life situations.
3) To develop an awareness of the importance world, national,

and local communication play in all our lives.

MATERIALS: We would be appreciative if the ,children could see
an much of the materials needed to publish a newspaper
as possible in regard to their grade level.

PROCEDURE: We would hope to visit as many of the following areas-
as possible with explanation,of the importance of

these rooms: offices, press room, photography develop-
ment location, and any other eras of high interest

to the children.



Introduced by Mrs, Filinski

Grade II

GOAL: To acquaint the student with the various services provided
by a bank and. with the jobs associated, with these services.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1) The student realizes that people must work in order to earn

money to pay for their needs and wants.
2) The student sees the value of saving money for future

needs and wants.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

RESULTS

Social Studies text - Greenfield and Far Away p. 31.
Everyday Economics - Level 2.

The class went' to the Bristol Savings Bank. They were
shown various machines and introduced to the workers
who operated the machines.

Some of the children would like to learn how to operate

the machines when they grow up. Many of the children

are starting to save their money. Some are looking into

ways to earn money this summer.

-20-
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Introduced by Mrs. MadMullen
Grade II

GOAL: To stimulate interest in adult careers.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
To open child's mind to what goes in on a bank tellers jobs,
machines which play important part and operators needed to

oporate them, telephone switchboard, etc.

MATERIALS: The tour of bank conducted by an official.

PROCEDURE: Bus trip to bank, tour behind scenes. Tour leader
gave each child opportunity to do something such as
turn handle to coin counter machine, turn handles on
heavy door to safe, etc. Childrenhad a new world
opened to them; caw some persons working in hank they
knew.

F.NALTTATTnNt Excellent.

- 21 -



Introduced by Miss. Taillon
Mrs. Muese]
Miss. Baker

Grade II

GOAL, To point out the various workers in our town. Men at

Police Station and Water Filtration Plant will talk about

their work.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
To have children find as many workers they can as we take
a bus trip around Bristol.

MATUtIALSI

PROCEDURE:

RESULTS,

"Greenfield Far Away" 2nd Grade Social Studies Book.
What Will I Be From A To Z by Donald L. Gelb.

Prepare children for trip by talking about the workers
they studied about in "Greenfield Far Away". Take bus

trip to Water Filtration Plant and have man explain
his work. Go past New.Departurs, Old Marsh, over
Chippins Hill, down Perkins Street past Barnes' and
Roberts' Farms and continue to Police Station. Men
at Police Station will explain their work. Then we

go to MacDonald's for lunch and we will point out

workers here. Next we will go to Lake Compounce and
explain we have workers here who help us have fun. On

our way to Lake Compounce we will stop at City Dump

to see what these Workers do. Then we will go back
to 0/Connell,' Trip takes all day.

Excellent way to show children the various workers in
our city.

EVALUATION: Children learned about many workers. They not only
learned about the workers at the places we stopped,
but they saw many workers on the way. They saw
construction workers, farmers, telephone men, men
working for city mowing grass, mailmen, firemen and
many others. Children became aware of different
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Introduced by Mrs. Petit
Mrs. Whitcomb

Grade II

GOAL: Expose children to U. of Conn., barns, and dairy. Famil-
iarize them with farm animals and workers and with the proc-
essing of milk and ice cream,

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1. Have children learn where we get milk.
2. Have them learn what happens to milk from the -time it

comes from the cowtill they get it.
3. Have them see different farm animals and their babies

and how mothers care for their babies.
4. Learn about different workers involved on faro and in

dairy and what each must do.

PROCEDURE: Leave Hubbell School Wednesday, June 5, by bus at 8:30
a.m. Arrive at U. of Conn. at 10:00 a.m. Tour dairy
and then farm sections. Leave U. of Conn. at 100
arrive at Hubbell 3:00 p.m.

RESULTS: Children came back with better understanding of animal
life on farm, Children were very interested in mother
animals nursing babies. Children had better understanding
of processing of milk and ice cream.

EVALUATION: Worthwhile trip but would have liked to have more
guidance through dairy.
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Introduced by Frank Dolce

Grade II

I Activity

OBJECTIVE: To show the interdependence of workers in our local

community.

PROCEDURE:

PREPARATION:

Each child should be able to tell examples of how

several workers depend on one another to do their jobs.

Planning a field trip to a neighborhood store so the

children can see interdependence of workers in a food

store. (Example - a person printing prices on food,

the clerk who puts them out on the shelves, and the

cashier who rings out the sale, and the grocery boy

who brings out the groceries.)

II Activity

OBJECTIVE: To identify the vocational day dreams of each child.

PROCEDURE: Each child should be able to write a story describing

his vocational day dream. (Example - I wish I were

4.

PREPARATION: Take an individual story and get a resource person

to fit the day dream and have him come into the

classroom and explain his job bringing in props.

III Activity,

OBJECTIVE: To identify job interdependence in the home community,

school community, and outside community. (surrounding

area)

PROCEDURE, 1. Each child is able to explain why we are dependent

on others for goods and services.

2. For each child to recognize that each surrounding

community may need the goods or services of another

local community.

PREPARATION: 1. To have an assemb:y lina.of studreit, to show what

a mock business assembly line would be using,

stapling several page's of a bonlet together.

Another example is takins apart a flashlight and

having each student put together a Iert of the

flashlight in asseeMy line form.

2. To show a map of the stato aa1 ceez,lity separation

and, ask the students to tell where their parents

work, whether within the local or outside eorumnity.

To show the in-lordependence cf other comaunities

upon each other.

EVALUATION OF THE THREE CDJECTIVES:

Have the students list jots that are le..erderenent on each other in

the school, in the community and in the home.- Have the students write

a short story on how they are dependent on people for most of their neecls.
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,Introduced by ores Lanona
Grade III

GOAL: To expose the students to the various careers Environnental
Protection Cluster.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
To see the relevance to the material in Science units on,/"
erosion, conservation, and ecology in the careers that are
involved.

MATERIALS: 1. Speaker from C.L.&P. on conservation of energy.
2. Speaker from Bristol Conservation Commission-Ecology.
3. Speaker from Elco Beverage - recycle.
4. Speaker from Water Department and, Filtration plants -

erosion and pollution.

PROCEDURE; 1. Introduce each concept of the four above speakers.
2. Have students research topics to have knowledge.
3. Interview the speaker end coordinate Science unit

with speaker.
4. Culminating the units with an Ecology fair or

project to involve the'clasc, example - clean up
campai4n.

Q
- 25 -
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Introduced by Mrs,,Greenaway
Grade III

G

CAREER

r

%

To expose the students to the various cultural and ctb1*ac
backgrounds exhibited at the Mayor's Conferences.

PROCEDURE

z

CATION OBJECTIVES:
'To havefthe students examine all exhibits Of the countries

represented.
To have the students interview various political persons
about their career-and how it differs in each coun'ry.

1. Introduce the units in social studies on France,

Mexico, and India.
2. Discuss industries, customs, and traditions.
3. Field trip to Mayor Conference.

Follow. up Folk:Festival: 'Students dress, dance.
and serve foods of throe countries.

- 26 -
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Introduced by Ire. Larson
Grade III

CAREER EDUCARION OBJECTMS:
To expose the children to a rural environment and possitilities
for alternate, non-industrials occupations.

MATERIALS: Bus, wagon for hayrides purchase apples, pay insurance.

-PROCEDURE:, Children have been exposed to different rural occupations
through movies and books.-

./RESULTSs Attituanal change - children will have a more positive
attitude towards rural occupations.

o

/1.

f
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Introduced by Mrs. Hugret
Miss. Colby

Grade III

GOAL: To make the students aware of jobs pertaining to care of

animals.

CAREER EDUCATIO§ OBJECTIVES:
1. To expose the children to various jobs involving

animal care.

2. To expose the children to how animals interact with

each other - like people interact.

MATERIALS: Bus to Sherwood Forest.

PROCEDURE: 1. Pre-discussion on possible jots at a" zoo or forest.

2. Field trip to Sherwood Forest.

3. Post follow up discussion on field trip.

RESULTSi The children will discuss and write paragraph about

411

the jobs they were exposed to.
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Introduced by Mrs. Hugret
Miss, Colby

Grade III

GOAL, To make the students aWare of jobs pertaining to the study'
of the stars and moon.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES,
To expose the children to jobs involving outer space,

MATERIALS, Bus to Children's Museum - Planetarium.

PROCEDURE, 1. Pre-discuosion on possible Jobe pertaining to stars
and moon.

2. Field trip to Planetarium.
). Post follow up discussion on field trip.

EVALUATION, Children x311 discuss and write a perigrohabout
the jobs they were ,exposed

1
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Introduced by Mrs. Lowrey
Grade III

GOAL: To provide an activity center - a model of a pioneer log
cabin, made by students, and to take photographs of the
children using their activity center.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1. To provide an opportunity for individuals to work on

that part of the cabin they feel they are most interested
in and/or capable of doing-the best job at. Example -
architects or planning, constructing, painting, drawing,
furnishing, ect.

2r To provide an opportunity where children feel cooperation
is,essential to get a job done.

3. To provide an opportunity for children to better under-
stand the importpnce and value of work,

ltigfo promote a sensJ of accomplishment and worth in a
finished co-op, project.

MATERIALS: Cardboard, cotton cloth, paints, felt pens, brown paper,
construction paper, kitchen utensils, wooden boas and
buckets and any similar object taken from home that
depict pioneer living,

ITOCETXMEt 1. Discuss project, its importance, relevance to
Social Studies being studied) its many uses in the
classroom,

2. Divide the class into interest groups to begin
their-own plans.

3, Work with groul:s, gathering materials and any
sources needed to document ideas.

4; Work periods to complete log cabin and begin making
use of it,

RESULTS: A dynamic activity center was created by the children who
have used it continually as a reading center, quiet
place, the stage from which a pleywas performed for other
grades, the spot they used to learn such poineer tasks
as embroidery and butter making. In short, it is an area
which they were very proud of.

EVALUATION: "A picture is, worth a thousand words."

1
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I
Introduced t ?rank Dolce
Grade III

I Activity

OBJECTIVE: Develop awareness of many occupations in our society.

PROCEDURE: Each child will write a paiagraph about a job he.would
like to do and investigate what .ackground he would
need to get this job.

PREPARATION: Arrange a tour of a local fr ,ory so that the student
can see the various jobs it A factory. Also arrange
a tour of a local business establishment to get the
student awa:_ of jobs 3 manses. Invite a worker
from a particular grcY , or groups to speak to the class
about their jobs and what background they need for
their job and what they like and dislike about their
job.

II Ac%ivity

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

PREPARATION:

For the students to identify positive and negative
attitudes they expect to have to.be successful in school
and relate it to success in a particular job.

Each child will list serveral factors or attributes
that can make him a successful student in school.

III Activity

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

Arrange a display of people's jobs and products that
they creatIft.cm. their jobs ard the positive feeliags
about their jobs and the negative aspects of thoir job.

Telp each student identify or relate to a successful
wcifter.-

Each child will write a story about his model of what
he would like to be or 4o whon he is old enough to work;

PREPARATION: Have the students list the jobs that most interests
them and have each student interview a perzon they
know in that specific Jab. Have the studeDts develop
an employment agency within Oair class to devsAop
,flob situations within the school anl theoretically in
the community. Have tl:a elm; Llvite a rodel
into the class to discuss their jobs. _Hays the
compile a newspaper or 31sting cf jobs, sr:sltern,
iltterviews they have had with their ia 461 job person
and have then write thslr perfoxra os.

EVALUATTON 07, THE TTITUI OBJECTIVES:
Have stueerns lyorticipste in p. ovrtr 7m7rzutation
describing the job th:,y wreol,d ncst (5.:1 cving "eacAgnom'

of preparation needod for le jo skills umFfied 44b1,t .e115) job

involves. Each child will dzmo;rate. Have a, cezeer day
in the classroom.
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Introduced by Frank Dolce
Grade IV

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE: To have the class be able to
have the ability to make an intelligent career de-
cision using all information available to them by
way of field trips, speakers, and audio visual
materials.

PROCEDURE: Each student will list several steps involved
in making a career decision.

PREPARATION: Have a librarian display several career books
for the stidents to read. Have each student
write an interview with parent or parents
about their jobs and what they like and dislike
about them and how they close their Imsiness.

EVALUATTONI Have each student write if he were to go to
work tomorrow what job would he pick?

List the reasons why he would pick that job.
What is the seconachoice,thirdapice and why.

Have each student develop a short job escrip.
tion of the jobatpice that he made, des ibing
the benefits and positive side of the j along
with its negative aspects.

-32
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Inftoduced by Frank Dolce
Grade IV

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE* To have the students learn
about job opportunities in the community and the
state.

PROCEDURE, Each student will list five career clusters
and relate them to job opportunities in the
community.

PREPARATIONs Have class vote on the two most popular field
tripe to various business industries and of
the work they would most like vo see in person.

During the field trip the class will interview
workere asking them questions about their job
and what made them pick the job and what do
they like and dislike about it.

EVALUATION: Have each student write if he were to go to
work tomorrow what job would he pick?

List the reasons why he would pick that job.
What is the second aboiceothird alio. and why.

Have each student develop a short job descrip-
tion of the job,cbice he made, describing the
benefits and positive side,of the job along
with its negative aspects.

r
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Introduced by Frank Dolce

Grade IV

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVEtTo have the students observe
jobs in their enviorment and to study skills they
require and the working conditions involved.

PROCEDURE* Each student will write a short story how career
explorations must be related to the ability and
job requirements.

Each student will be able to explain differences
in a school work day in industry or business.

PREPARATION* Class will take a trip to industry,tc see
different Jobe and skills involved.

Students will have speakers come in and talk
about their job and use props and tools used
in the various jobs.

EVALUATION* Have each student write if he were to go to
work tomorrow what job,would he pick?

List the reasons why he would pick tIt job.

What is the second choice, third chbico, and why.

Have each student develop a short job descrip=
tion of the job choicao that he made describing
the benefits and positive side of the jon along

with its negative aspects.



Introduced by Mrs, Chapman
Grade IV

GOAL: To acquaint the students with the vastness of the universe

in the most tangilble way possible. To help them realize
the many careerOPportunities in this scientific Mid.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
To bring the class to a planitarium show.

MATERIALS: Our fourth grade science book - chapter Stars and the
Night is used as a kick off in our studies. The \
material, needed from Career Education - a bus.

if

PROCRIVREs Visit the Gengras Planetarium and talk with the personnel`,
Seo the show Star Stories.

-36- so



Introduced by Mrs. Chapman
Grade IV

GOAL: To bring in people in the scit;niifie fie 41 who aeal in the

study of space and the universe sometime Istarting the week

of December 9th.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
To acquaint the children with the careers open to them in

these fields.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE $

Speaker - engineer, scientist. Someone who helps in

the exploration of the universe in some way.

Children will have been preparegl by their study of the
book unit and visit to the planetarium. Speaker will

malice:it Rome material and answer quoctions.

- 36 -
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Introduced by Mrs.'Tracy

Grade IV

GOAL, To increase the child's awareness of the different methods

of transportation especially
pextaining.to.the state of

Conn. which we are now studying.

CAREER-EDUCATION OBJECTIVES,
Investigate land and water transportation first hand.

MATERIALS, Bus, boat, train.

PROCEDURE: Bus trip to Essex, boat to Gillette Castle, board train

and, return on boat to Essex.

RESULTS: Broader knowledge of the different modes of transportation.

EVALTIATTONt Effective, enjoyable.
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Introduced by Mrs: Lee
Grade IV

GOAL: To have children construct four movable partitions, (10 x 4")

to be slid against a wall forming.varioui sizei listening -
learning centers for new Title I reading proposal, Grade 4,

Parlette - Lee (Reading proposal is based ,on soli' ailarer?R;

activities)

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:
1. To teach'clitidren basic skills in the job area of

painting, disign, and carpentry.
2. To guide children in methods 4f cooperative work, (humari*

relations), toward the completion of a goal.

3. To teach responsibility in performing a specific task
designed toward completing a goal.

4. In still pride in and. a desire to care for the finished

product.

MATERIALS: Two pieces 1/2" x x 8' ply wood.

Ten pieces 2' x 3" x 8' studs.
Necessary wood blocks to be used as the stand - two for

each partition.

PROCLDUREs Select one of the three:
Mr. Nolan - to build through the summer career ed.
,program, high school students - pre-assemble.-

CALUATIONe Individuals or groups will be free from clan b:
Jcstractions there Ly creatIng A so=d leaminz en
vlrotmen:;.

RESULT:32 I:1".ividual or arcrip loami.11; with iMivlau.11:!%ed

wal tal:O place 1/.1:1( th9

-

___-----
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Introduced by Mrs. Zembkc

Grade V
.

GOAL:Guided trip down the Connecticut River. The children
will gain a visual understanding of life on the river.
Various occupations that coordinate with river life

will be explained.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: View historical sites along

the river. Understand how the river is and once

was a vital economic link for the state. View
the different type of life that exists along a
river.

1110CEDURE: There will be a pre and post discussion to
prepare the children for their experience.
The trip itself includes a guided tour by the
Capt n if the ship.

InSULTSs A very rewoxding trip in that the weather was
beautiful and many historical sites could be
seen very easily. Occupations of all sorts
wereobserved from oil tanker works tomen manning
show bridges.

EVALUATION: All goals and objectives were met.
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Introduced by Mrs, Zembko

Grade V

GOAL: To hear a famous author speak and to learn the pro-

cedure for writing a book.

CAREER EDUCATION
OBIEgiVES: To meet Edward Ricciuti,

author of Dancers on the Beach, Grunion and Killers

of the Sea: Children will inspect displays and

books to read for future use.

MATER:ALS; The authors books to be autographed. Class

will have three questions to ask the author

on how to write a book.

PROCEDURE'S Meet with author and he talks to children.

Then nhildren go through book display. It

is being held at C.C.S.C.

RESILTS: W w.te book review; letter to the author and

lAters to the Courant who set up the Book

Ftvtival.

EVALUATIONS Field tri p was a succriss...

-4.0-
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Introduced by Margaret Hawkinson

Grade V

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES, A) Awareness of careers avail-

able in the New England states.
B) Beginning awareness of abilities and their limits

when considering a career.

PROCEDUREs A) Preparation for field trip to the Eastern

States Exposition.
iDiscussions in individual classrooms.

2) An overview of the Exposition.
a. What to expect of different careers.

b. What to look for and how to look for it.

c. Gather up free literature from each display

for future reference.
B) Piola trip to the Exposition in West Springfield.

1. All three fifth grades at C.T. O'Connell

School transported by bus.
2. Divide into small groups,for more coverage

of the various areas of the Exposition.
C) Suggested techniques for utilizing the ex-

periences and obtaining free literature..
1. Discuss the sights and sounds at the

Exposition.
2. Name the different areas of careers observed.

a. Have the children in individual classes
fill blackboard with careers discussed.

h. Point out large variety available.

c. Continue thinking in choice areas

of interest.

3. Examination of literature acquired at the

Exposition.
a0 Discussion or pamphlets ane flyers.

b, Make collages with literature.
c. Put up descriptive bulletin board,

4. Educated choice of a particular career.

a. Write a composition including qualifications

required at the time.
b. Draw an illustration of this chosen career,

5, Slide Presentation
a. Slides teKen at Exposition of students

at some displays,
b. Discussions of slides.

F:Airivr:73N: We firmly believe tl-n,t these ebjectivtz; maze
. . _

rlt in this unit involvthg caToors, This plan

was only to be an introduction to caree:::s, an

opening to its mary facets, of life toda'r, 12he

children have become a:aze of the wide range

of jobs and what: their valifications are.
Through tLis achievment, :ho ztletn hava

learned more about thcinnves, aitions
and abilities,
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Introduced by Frank Dolce
Grade V

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE: To examine the complexities
and variety of career opportunities in the world

of work.

PROCEDURE: Each child is able to identify several career
opportunities of interest to himself in re-
lationship to jobs-he has studied in'his class-
room activity. (example- job for a newspaper
found in the unit in English involving the
newspaper)

PREPARATION: Have the class take a field trip to the news-
paper and interview various people at wor,z
at the newspaper.

EVALUATION: As a cul minating activity the class could write
a newspaper and assign a job to each student
and show how they have to be able to work with
each other and how each job depends on every
one elses job. Each student can draw and
explain two of the career clusters that they
are interested in.

-42-
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Introduced by Frank Dolce
Grade V

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE: To point out that all jobs,
no matter how exciting or glamerous, require hard
work.

PROCEDURE: Each child will name five routlle duties of
a person in a glamerous career.

PREPARATION: Arrange for a field trip to a local radio
or T.V. station to see the behind the scenes
jobs of a glamerous career.

EVALUATION: As a cluminating activity the class could write
a newspaper and assign a job to each student
and show how they have to be able to work with
each other and how each job depends on. every
one elses job. Each student can draw and ex-
plain two of the career nlneterc that they are
interested in.

-43-
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Introduced by Frank Dolce

Grade V

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE: To identify values of impor-

tance to planning a career.

PROCEDURE: Children will be able to list several values

essential in planning a career.

PREPARATION: Secure a local directory of city places of

business and industry and discuss each section

with the class.

Invite a representative of civic clubs to

the class.

EVALUATIONt As a cluminating activity. the class could

write a newspaper and assign a job to each

student and show how they have to be able

to work with each other and how each job

depends on everyone elses job. Each student

can draw and explain two of the career clusters

that they are interested in.
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Introduced by Mr. Caputo

Grade V

GOAL: To have students experience first scientific laboratory

procedures and to relate them to our science work,

ecology, and opportunities in scientific careers.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: 1. First hand work with lab

procedures.
2. Exposure to scientific carters and lab. work

MATERIALS: To be distributed xi, Talcott Mt. Science Center,

PROCEDURE: Pus will pick up students from school at 10:30

and we'll eat lunch 11130,41150. Laboratory

class will be from 11:50-12:50 and we'll be

pinknA Up 01,A1+ loa- return to school about

1:30.
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Introducer? :," miss Bichaxd

Grade V

?CAL; To make the students aware of the many different
careers related to the publishing of

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: 1. To study the rewspapol
as a useful form of written ccmmunication.

2. To learn basic vocabulary: Headlines, Loude,

Datelines, etc..
3. T:.; become aware of the work and peoples invol71:1

in'the publishing of a paper.

ilkTERIAISI Language te,,:tbooks.
Various newspapers brought from home.
Complimentary copies of the Bristol Press for

two weeks for each member of class.

aCCEDURE; Used newspaper unit in Language text for
basic format and special vocabulary.

2. Had a guided tour of the Bristol Press s,:;eing
photographers, typists, printers, etc.

3. Dicuesed our visit in classroom,
;:. ZJiam.lned copies of the paper for,t,wo

al-car the tolir,

RTCTIMS : 4,.i Iii''."Cr43q" anpraciatl.o% the 7ast

amour of informaz,ion con:35;1::: In %3V0y.a.,
2, Yno,fleise of kinds of ;:(1.x.; f,n

:1%46171r!?x bvpanoss,

*r-n

SIAR.11'la07,, Wilri:hw.i).:1.1e 1 0:-.:V2(1..4.'", .A.PC



Introduced by Mr. Caputo

Grade V

GOAL: To view the many species of animals which the children
have studied in the Science text. \

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: To distinguish between ver-

tebrates, invertebrates etc..
To show the many eareers that axe involved at a zoo.

MATERIALS: 1. Science Textbook.
2. Slides
3. Books on specific animals

PROCEDURE: 1.elassification of all living things. - How

and why.
2. Detailed study of vertebrates
3. Detailed study of invertebrates.
4, Field trip to view.

'RESLUTS: An increased awareness with proficiency in the
naming of various animals and their categories.

EVALUATION: Children were able to distinguish at the zoo
with very good profimpney what. categories
animals 1111 nngPd in,
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Intro Iced by Mr, Dimeo
Grade V

GOAL: Field trip to G.M. Auto Assehbly Plant Framingham,
Mass. June 12, 1974

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: To expose students to the
world of work; learn about various job clusters
associated with the manufacture of automobiles
(engineering, design, assembly, quality control,
etc.)

MATERIALS: Two buses for transportation.

PROCEDURE: Tour of_ auto assembly lines, orientation to
plant operations and. oonnpations - careers in,

volved..
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Introduced by Mrs. Boradkin
Grade VI

GOAL: 1. To expose the students to careers in the Construction'
Clusters.

2. To have a Puppet Theater for the student Reading
Program.

CAREER EDUCATION £)BJECTIVES: 1. To have the students gat rs

hands on experience ylth tools, wood, and paint.
2. To.develop pride in their work and themselves.

MATERIALS: 1sheet 4(814 plywood
4 hindges
1 pint paint (any .color)
1 carpenter

PROCEDURE: 1. Discuss with the studeAks tho variouc'egkeors
in the Construction cluster.

2. Have the students work with the carpenter-
hands on experience.

3.Have the students make their own puppets-
sock and Paper Moche'

L. Have the students put on their own puppet

program.

-49-



Introduced by Ralph Dolce

Grade VI

GOAL: To expose the students to the careers in photography.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: 1. To relate the science unit
on lens) eye to a camera.

2. Develop'the concept of an image and negative and
positive.

3. Research the idea of a dark room.

MATERIALS: 1, Chemicals, film, paper, camera, - enlarger.
2. Dark room facilities.

3. Transportation..-

PROCEDJRE: 1, Relate the science of a camera - eye - lens-
2. Have the students research the concept of

Photography and the process involved
3. Build dark room .in unused space--.

4. Culminating activity field trig to KwAart
Victor in Plainville to see Professional.
Dark Room.

5. Speakers Peter Maron,, explained his job
at the Bristol Press as 'a Photogral;!ler.
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Introduced by Mr. Atlicki
Mr, Sapneckl

Grade VI

CLREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: . Awareness of transport
systems.

2. Efficiency of transport systems.
3. Expense/Economy df transport systems.
4. Job opportunities in transportation

a. Office work
b, Drivers, Conductors, Engineers.
c. Repair work maintenance
d. Payroll systems
e. Emergency backup groups

PROCEDURES: 1. General disaL.ion of transportation
2. Research in library about buses, 'trains,

boats, autos, trucks, airplanes.
3. Community speaker, about buses, trucks,

or railtcaets.

4. Movies and film strips shown for discussion.
5.,Discussion, of integration of transport

systems for most efficiency.
6. Field trips to transport terminals or whe7:a

transpotation is used.
7. Bring in schedules of public transportation.

I "f 707 1. 4f ic1cnt transport syqten,
2. EnsrU conservation siptcmiJ,
3. nombininc/ Int;ograting vs-toms

loc 1 :2st u7s,

FN'-alf,ng -11a

n2ttrce cal,:en 5n traror%
0..Educatonta p;ortl for .6ran:,1-1r
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Introduced by Mr, KrTata
Glade VI

GOAL: To introduce young Teople to operations of a hospital

and its many, career and job opportunities.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: To be able to understand
ways available to one to make a L'ing. To be

ablato understand one self a little Latter.

MATERIALS: Bus

PROCL ]: Pre-discussion of hospital operations and jobs.
Then field trip. Then post discussion. (Was

it like we thought it would be?)

RESULTS: Brought. about much career and operation dis-
cussion. I personally learned many things I

hadn41, known.
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Introduced by Mr. Hart
Grade VI

GOAL: To make the students more 'aware of the careers that

are available in mathematics.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIaSs 1, To show the importance of
math to many different occupations.

2. To get the children interersted in the role that
math plays in many jobs.

3. To make the classroom atmosphere more condusivs:
to mathematics,

MATERIALS: 1 set- Math. Fun and Facts by Loiuz Grant Brandee
1 set- Arithmetic in Occupation,
1 set- Mathematical Machines
These items can be bought from the J, Weston
Natoli Co.

PR These posters will be put an the bulletin boards

in the room. From time to time we can look at
these posters and discuss the role that math

plays in a particular occupation.

RESTILTS: F..7om using these posters, the child.-cen shored
cot a better insight on the importance of math
azid how they relate to many different careers,

5?



Introduced by Mr. Hart
Grade VI

GOAL: To give the students a chance e the micrometer,

a mathematical tool that is great in this arc a.

Not only will they gain mathematical owledge but

they also will gain an insight on the many jobs
available in the Bristol area that use this tool.

CAEEER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES, 1. To strengthen the
knowledge of fractions and decimals.

2. To give the child a chance to work with
3. To discover just how small some objects

childs

his hands.

might be.

MATERIALS: 1. 8 micrometers - one micrometer for every
four students

2. small objects such as hair, cloth, paper, etc,.

PROCEDURE; 1. Fog bin the wide uses of micrometers.
2. Explain the parts of a micrometer.
3. Show the class how to use the micrometer.
4. Let the class find out the measure of some

objects, preferably very small objects.
5. Another idea would be a contest to see who

can come up with the s7liallefA obj,q,t.
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Introduced by Mr. LeBean
Grade VI

GOALS To acquaint the children with the newspaper, its
purpose and its contents, and to make them aware
of the various careers associated with a newspaper,

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES* Describe the procedures in
the making of a newspaper. Demonstrate an understanding
for the layout of a newspaper. Explain various

newspaper careers and terms associated with them.

MATERIALS* 72 newspapers(Hartford Courant) fox nine days
(Nov. 4-15 excluding Nov. 11)

PROCEDURE: Use the newspapers daily with the classes for
two weeks and culminate with a field trip to
the Hartford Courant Office.

- 55 .
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Introduced by Mrs. DiNoia
Mr. Dolce

Grade VI

GOAL: Expose children to a successful political satirist,
author of many books, newspaper columinist, and
lecturer.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVE: 1. To interest children in
reading the newspaper.

2. to develop a knowledge of current events
3. To realize the fact that an interest in polotics

can be chaneled into the speaking and writing fields

MATERIALS: Art BuckwaIds columns in the Bristol Press
since October 1973

Field trip to listen to Art Buckwald

PROCEDURE: Initially reading and discussing a few columns-
then asking children to bring in only columns
that they found interesting. In order to under-

stand the material, the children were told that
they would have to follow the national news.

RESULTS: 1. Understanding of the Watergate controversy.
2. Widen interest in national news
3. Awareness of part newspapers and newspaper

columnist play in'keeping public aware.
4. Awareness of the need for the public to be a

watchdog

- 56 -
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Introduced by Sister Elizabeth

Grade VI

GOAL: To make the students aware of the work done by a

repairman

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: The children were able to
see the inside of a telephone. An opportunity

to ask questions concerning the telephone.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

Telephone, Wires, equipment, used in climbing

a pole, and the repair truck.

Mr. Greene explained how to use the tel4hone,
he spoke about the telephone wires, he answered
some questions and then the pupils went outside

and he showed them some of his equipment. He

also demonstrated how he climbs a pole.

RESULTS: The children were very much impressed by the 14a
not to touch any kind of wires. It correlated very

good with my science class.

EVALUATION: The students enjoyed the presentation.
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Introduced by Frank Dolce

Grade VI

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES, To identify career opportunities
in the professional and service occupations.

PROCEDURE, Each student will write a short story about his,
career goal and show the differences between the
professional and service occupations.

PREPARATION, Invite several professional and service workers
to speak to the class. Also arrange field trips
to several professional people and service people

establishments.

EVALUATION* As a culminating activity, the students will have
a career week in which each student will have an

opportunity to interview at least one of his
favorite professional occupations and service
occupations. There will be speakers within the
class and field tripe to the community to
culminate this 6th grade unit.

58
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Introduced by Mrs. Berardi
Mrs. Andrews

Special Education

GOAL: To show the children how a supermarket functions
including the various departments such as produce.
To provide the children with, n opportunity to re-
late what they have learned about food in class to

an actual supermarket setting.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: To give them in idea of what
kind of things you can purchase in a store.
To see how they would act in a supermarket where
many people are shopping.
To buy the materials needed to make a lunch with
them on the following day.

MATERIALS: Bus

PROCEDURE: 1) to tour the supermarket with Mr. Gagnon,
letting him explain all of the areas in

a supermarket including the storage room

and where things are shipped in and packaged.
2) to purchase items that we needed in order to

make a lunch.

RESULTS: The tour was exactly whz.t we had hoped that it

would be. It was a very concise and educational
activity for our children, and the entire staff
they were so plasant and so happy that we came.

EVALUATION: The field trip was a highly successfUl one.
The children were on their best behav-or.
They learned many things about a supermarket-

and enjoyed the whole tour. More of these

types of social situations should be made
available to these special children for they
truly benefit from them.
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Introduced by H.L. Dill
Special Education

GOAL: As part of a unit dealing with community helpers,
we hoped to allow the children the opportunity of
seeing first hand the types of jobs done by television

and radio announcers.

CAREER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES: To aquaint the children with
the types of jobs that are carried on in a television
station. To show the children how and why the
television stations are performing services for us.

MATERIALS: Went on bus to Broadcast House.

PROCEDURE: Arranged a one hair tour with Broadcast House.

RESULTS: Class seemed impressed by the number of people
4ho work at the station and the variety of jobs
offered.

EVALUATION: The trip was a huge success:
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SUPERMARKET

b

A supermarket is a very'large market which has enough
merchandise to provide for the needs of many families at
one time. Merchandise is grouped in departmehts or sections.

Some departments are self-service. Self-serv;ice is when

people wait on themselves.

Special types of trucks bring foods to the supermarket
Some foods must be cleaned, packaged, weighed, and labeled
before they are sold in the supermarket. Foods and other

goods are bought in large amounts. Some of the goods.

are kept in a storeroom. When the shelves run low; more
goods are brought from the storeroom and put on the shelves.
Some foods have to have a special storage room, such as a
cooler or freezer. Each worker in the supermarket :as a

special job to do. Some of these workers are the manager,
office workers, cashfirs, butchers, and stock boys.

O

When people wait on themselves, less money is needed

to be paid out for clerks. A supermarket can buy large

amounts of goods for less money. Today, because of canning
frezing, and storage rooms, fresh foods can be sold without
having them spoiled.

Store managers or owners set prices on goods. They

set prices high enough to pay for goods, workers, and
other costs.

They try to take in more money than they pay out.
This extra money is called profit. The profit goes to the

owners of the store.
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VOCABULARY

goods- anything sold in the store
dairy products- milk, eggs, cheese, butter, cream
merchandise- goods sold in the store
sales- "on sale"- when special goods are offered for lowei,

price fora limited time
frozen food- foods that' kept at 32' F or below
self-service- when a shopper waits on himself',
price- how much somethipg costs
profit- money left after bills are paid
storage rooms- place to keep goods until put'on shelves
cash register- machine .used at the checkout counter where

the money is kept
checkout counter- where you go when you have the'goods/

on your list, and are ready to pay for
what you have

manager- person who runs store
cashier- one who adds up price of goods, takes money and

gives change

41.

,r'-
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DAIRY DEPARTMENT

In this area you'will find milk and milk !,roducts,
such as creaii, butter, and cheese. Eggs and margarine
are also found in this deliartment. These foods are kept
in coolers;

1, Which foods can be kept for only a few dap? for manydays?,
2. What foods have to measured? (pints, quarts)

3. What foods have be weighed? (pounds, ounces)

4. What foods are counted? ,(dozen)
.

- 5. Why don't these foods spoil in a few day?

6. What vitamin is added to milk?

7. Can you name different kinds of cheese?

8. What information is printed? on cartons, bottles, or
A

packages to help the shopper,

- 63 -
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CHECK-OUT AREA

P
This is the area of the store where you p. your

goods. The prices of the goods are added up by . cashier

on a special machine. The cashier or a helper will put

the goods into large brown paper bags.

1. What equipment is used in checking out?

2. How does a cashier kni* -,41.ich items are "on sale"?

3. What should a cashier co when she is making change

for a large bill? ($10, $20, $50)

4. What is a coupon?

5. rase some of the nice things about the job of a. cashier.

What things are not so nice?



O

STORAGEROOMS

These are places to keep the food when it comes off

the trucks until it is needed on the shelves.

Each 1c d of food requires a different kind of stor

Some foods need to be stored in rooms of zero-degree

erature. Others need cold storage but would be
4

spoiled

by freezing. Some only need cool storage. Some goc.ts

need to be stored in a dry place.

1. Who keeps a record of how much is delivered so it can

be paid for?

2. Why are the boxes sometimes sent by conveyor belt to

the store room?

3. What temperatures are needed in these rooms?

4. Are jackets worn when taking, food in and out of the

cold storage room?

5. Fcw lcrg Is food kept in these rooms before being put

on the shelves?
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HEALTH. BEAUTY and CLEANING PRODUCTS

A supermarket has a se %on where health and beauty

aids and cleaning products can be bought.

This is a conveniehce for shoppers because we can

shop f ^ many things besides fooct in a cenrally located

supermarket. We don't have to drive to another store

to buy these things. Supermarkets usually carry products

that are in big demand.

1. What are sortie of the health and beauty aids we can

buy at'a supermarket?

2 at are some of the cleaning products?

j. Are they name brand or store brands?

4.,Are store brand products as good a- name brand? Why?

5. Are these products cheaper than at a Drug Store?
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MEAT and FISH

The meat department is a section of the store usually

in a room behirid the meat counter. This is where the large

pieces of meat and fish are cut up and packaged. A person

who has had special training to learn how to identify

and cut the meat'and fish works here. He is called a

butcher.

Other workers wrap the meat and fish and label them

with name and price. These people also put the packages

on the counter and help peyple why want opental amounts

c cuts of meat.

1. What kids of equipment do the butchers use?

2. Are the butchers and other workerz men or women?

3. Is the room temperature here the same as the store':

4. Where is the meat kept before it is cut?

5. In what kinds of trunke (loot the meat come to the -L,xe?
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CANNED GOODS

This is the section of the store where vegetables, fruits,

soups, fish, milk, and'even cat food and dog food are stored

in cans. Thcy are packaged this way in order to stay

fresh.

WESTIOE:

1. Where are these foods canned and how do they get to

the supermarket?

2. How long do the canned foods remain fresh after the canning?

3. What kinds of foods are canned?

4. nat are the cans made of?

5. gherc nrn the rans

6. Wo prices the cans?

7. Who sets the prices?

8. What kind of marker is ,:sed to mark the cans?
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FROZEN FOOD

This is the section of the supermarket where the

food is kept in a freezer. Foods that have to stay frozen

need zero-degree temperature. Foods in this section are

kept frozen to prevent them from spoiling.

QUESTIONS:

1. What kinds of food are kept in this section?

2. Who marks and puts the food in this section? Do

they have a special marker for the frozen foods?

3._What_kilik of truck do these foods come in? What kind

of training have the truck drivers had?

4. Why does the supermarket chain have its own brand of

merchandise (things sold in the store)?
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FRUITS and VEGETABLES

Many things happen to fruits and vegetables from the

time they are delivered until they are purchased by a customer.

Some of the things that have to be done are sorting

cleaning, weighing, pricing, packaging, displaying or ar-

ranging.

After customer buying and the supply is lo', the con-

tainers have to be replaced with fresh fruit.

The produce has to be examined for freshness or spoilage

and replaced when necessary.

1, What does the men in the vegetables and fruit section

do?

2. Does fruit come in a refrigerated truck?

3. How often does it come in?

4. Where do the fruit and vegetables come from?

5. Do the vegetables come in a refrigerated truck?

6. What kind of fruits and vegetables are sad?
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PRE-PACKAGED FOOD

This section of the supermarket is where the food

is kept that already arrived at the store in its own

package ready to sell. Cereals, cookies, crackers, bottled

foods, and foods that comes in jars fits in here. Even

some kinds of pet food can be included. The food is pre-

packaged for conveinience and for preservation-(to stay fresh)

QUESTIONS:

1. How long can food packaged in a cardboard box stay

fresh after packaging?

2. How long can food packaged in jars stay fresh after

being put in jars?

3. .no marks these items and puts them on the shelves?

4. How do these items arrive at the supermarket? What

do they come in ,7s far as packaging goes?
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MANAGER and OFFICE

The manager is the man who runs the store. He has

to know how to work with people and how all the jobs in

the store are done. He has to be sure everyone is doing

their job and coming and going home at th, right time.

He has\to order the goods for the store and make sure

the goods have been paid for. He also has to see that the

store workers get paid for their work. , -

Secretaries work in the office. These people help

the manager order goods and write out the bills. They

open and take care of the mail And answer the telephone.

QUESTIONS:

1. What does the manager do to get this job?

2. How much training does he need?

3. Where does he get the training?

4. Does he like his job?

5. How does the manager know when to put goods on sale

and how much to charge?

6. How many people work for him?

7. Does he hire new Obrkers?

- 72 -
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BAKED GOODS

In this section we will find bread, pastries, pies,

cakes, buas, rolls) cupcakes, and other kinds of break-

fast breads and desserts.

The supermarket arranges the orders from different

bread companies and bakeries.

QUESTIONS1

1. How often are goods delivered So they are fresh?

2. What is done with left oxer goods that may be stale?

3. How is bread packaged?

4. How is bread priced?
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THE DELI

The Deli is the section of the supermarket where

cold cuts, fish, cheeses, and salads are sold .14) you as

you order them. The items are fresh and not pre-packaged.

There is a sales clerk who works in this department.

She slices, weighs, and packages the food ynil order.

(Sometimes, however, the deli is self-service. In this

type of Deli everything is pre - packaged.)

SpESTIONSI

1. Is the clerk a girl? Is her hair tied back out of the

way if it is long? Why is this done?

2. Who prepares the salads that are bought here? How

far ahead are the salads made? Where are they stored?

3. Why do people buy cheese and meat here instead of that

which is pre-packaged?

4, OR why do people buy pre-packaged meat and cheese instead

cf that which is sold at the deli?

5. Hcw does the clerk know how much to cl-lrge for your

purchase at the Deli?
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INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE CURRICULUM

I. Grammarto be taught by Joan Strecker
A. Word Usage
B. Parts of Speech
C. Sentence Structure
D, Vocabulary
E, Listening Skalls
F. CapitaJiAation
r. rumAuation
H. Verbalization

--V-

It.Factual Reporting--+0 be taught by Jwilth Fotz
A, Outlining
B, Dictionary Skills
C, library skills
D, note taking
E.letter writing
F. biography
G. oral communication skills
H, interpretation of materials

1. Fact
2. Opinion

III.Creative Expression--to be taught by Ethel Graham
A, Listening skills
B. Oral communications

1. Story telling
a. slang
b, dialects

2. Discusaibn groups

3. Puppetry
4, Skits etc.

C. Creative writing skills
1. Poetry
2. Plays
3, Stories

IV4Enrichment Program--see4attaohed sheet for details- -
to be taught by all three teachers with coordinated
efforts.
A. Selfawareness--2 weeks
B. Newspaper Unit-72 weeks
C. Career T,westigaticn--2 weeks
D. Specific ..,aniguage Skills as Related to Carpert--2 weeks

,s.
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rAREER AWARENESS

OBJECTIVES

1. To make children aware of many kinds of jobs existing
today.

2. To help children to respect all work.

3. To help children'to recognize the relevancy of school
work to future\lives.

Spocificallys

1. Reading is necessary for most jobs.
2. Writing is important in most jobs.
3. Spellin6 is important in,any jcl involving

writing.
4. Speaking clearly and effectively is important

for most jobs in which there is contact with
others.

5. Math and Science are increasingly important
in more technical society.

6. Following directions, both spoken and written,
are necessary in all jobs.

6
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ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

I. elfawareness--2 weeks
A. Decision'making
B. Values,

II. Newspaper--2 weeks
A. Mini page--Grade 4
B. Use of newspapers--Grade 5
C. Reporting - -Grade 6

III. Career Investigation-2 weeks
A. Field trips
B. Speakers

1. Local Business
2. Parent involvement

C. Tt'aching of career Clusters
14 Grade 4

a. Communications and Media
b, Construction
c. Environment
d. Health
e. Transportation
f. Manufacturing

2. Grade 5
a. Business and Office
b. Communications and Media
c. Hospitality and Recreation
d. Personal Services
f. Consumer and Homemaking

3. Grade 6
a. Agri-buminess and National Resource,-
b. Communications and Media
c. Fine Arts. Humant:es
d. Marine Science
e. vtarketing and Distribution
f. Consumer and Homemaking

TV F-ecific Language Skills as Related to Careers--2 weeks

- 7? -
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Presented bys Ray Paul, Anthony Acampora, Dale Wentzel

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES:

This idea was actually started by the children themselves.
Very often one of the children will bring in some little trea-
sure they own or maybe even a lollipop. He lets the rest of
the class know that he is looking for someone who is kind,
,c'our'teous, and a good worker. Later in the day he will present
that child with that little gift, either to keep or to have
on his desk for the rest of the day. We will all discuss why
this child was picked and compliment him. Needless to say,
the child feels so important and proud. The other children
are so happy for him or her. So far I think all the children
have been picked at one time or another.

If I see effort or kindness put forth by one of the children
I ask him to share his effort with the rest of the class. These
are two small ways that boost the confidence and self-image
of the child.

MATERIALS NEEDEDs

No real materials are needed just a lot of praise and love.

7 78 -
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INTRODUCTION TO THE AWARENESS (WIDE

K-6

The intent of this guide is to provide for:e)ementary

school teachers appropriate activities which will aid in

the establishment of a,classroom environment characterized

by mutual respect, trust, honesty, and openness. The goal

of such an environment being the development of self-identity

and self-esteem for all students. Each and every child

is important and 1as worth just for being "himself". And

as the child grows in his awareness of himself, ne gill

come to learn and accept that all people have liofib end are

unique. I am who I am ana you are who zrou dye that.

is,good.

A classroom environment which supports self - awareness

of others will help in maximizing the total learning px.o2cs3

which occurs in school. As a resu/t, thi concept fsf self-

awarenesf, must be developed as part of all the experience

a child encounters in school. The aotivities xnich have

been included in this guide can easily be linked with the

subject area of anyourricuinm. When ycv., kh teanhsri

consider the appropriate uss of these activities, think in

terms of your total school program.

Ths 'importance of having students move toward a greater

realization of their full potential will nave a significant

impact on the way they will lead tt,eir lives, especially

when the time comes when a decision must be made about

"careers". Awise choice at this critical time will be

determined by the degree of awareness and understanding one

has of himself.

In conclusion, we are greatly appreciative or the Bristol

Public School Teachers who have contributed their ideas and

experiences to the compilation and completion of this guide.

Without their valuable input, the guide would lose its worth.
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CAREER EDUCATION AN OVERVIEW

The fundamental concept of career education is that all

educational experiences, curriculum, instruction, and coun-

seling should be geared to preparing each individual for a

life of economic independence, personal fulfillment, and an

appreciation for the dignity of work. Its main purpose is

to prepare all students for successful and rewarding lives.

Such help is provided to students improving their basic for

occupational choice,.by facilitating their acqt3isition of

occupational skills, by enhancing their educational achiev-

ments, by making education more meaningfIll and relevant to

their aspirations, and by increasing the real choices they

have among the many different occupations and training avenues

they have open to them.

Career education is a lifelongt systematic way of ac-

quanting students with the world of work 5.n their elementary

and junior high years and preparing them in high school and

in college to enter into and advance in a career field of

their own Chfosing. For adults, career education is a way

to reenter formal education and upgrade their skint in their

established career field or to enter a new career field.

It embraces all occupations and professions and can include

any individuals -in or out of school.

The self-awareness activities suggested in this guide are

des5.t:ned to assist educate= in the elementary school as

they endeavor to achieve the first step in the career education:

personal fulfillment;

101.
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
Unfinished Sentences

PURPOSE
Students reveal and explore attitudes, beliqs, actions,

interests, aspirations, like, dislike, goals, purposes,
awareness of developing values.

PROCEDURES
List of unfinished sentences such as:

On Saturday I like to
If I had 24 hours to live
If I had my own car
I feel best when people
If I had a million dollars I would ...
_Secretly, I wish
My children won't have to

MATERIALS NEEDED
Paper
Pencil
List of sentences,

NAME OF ACTIVITY
How I feel today

4

PURPOSE
Show children-that it is acceptable to have and express

emotions. Children should listen to others and express
both positive and negative feelings.

PROCEDURES
Child draws face on cardboard circle. Add hair and popsicle

sticks. Discussion: Child holds mask in front of his face and
talks through it. Children may find it easier to discuss
feelings if they hide behind cardboard faces. Discuss situ-
ations in their lives as: Getting up iri the morning, waiting
for a special visitor, having to stop playing an exciting game.
Continue discussion with magazine pictures of people showing
various emotions. Have children, guess how the people in the
pictures really feel. Why do they feel that way?

Children might also speak into microphone tape recorder.
Ask them to express how they feel by speaking through the mask,
if necessary at first. Express feelings also through easel
painting, clay modeling, or any other activity.

MATERIALS
Cardboard circle, tongue depressor or popsicle stick for each

child.
Magazine pictures.
Crayons or felt-tip markers, paste, yarn
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
About Myself

PURPOSE
Development of self-awareness. The child expresses his

thinking in oral language which is then represented in written
form and read by him as well as othevlassmates.

PFJ_Ns (4-5 day activity)
a body shape-one child lays on the floor on brown

// wrapping paper, another child traces around the shape.
2. Each child fills in his own outline to look as much like

himself as possible.
3. Body shapes were displayed around the room.
4. Each child was asked to write something about himself,

such as, name, address age, telephone number, something
he likes to do, something he dislikes to do, his pets, etc,

The info ion was printed on 3x5 cards and stapled to
the body s pe and-thus shared with the entire class.

5. Seven chart were made with the following headingss
I like to taste I like to read I like to smell

I like to go to I like to see

( _j_like to feel I like to hear
each child was encouraged .) give more than one word re-

spunses observed as I wrot4, the: on the chart with thier
name after their own sentence. Charts were displayed around

the room,
6. Dittos were made up with the above mentioned headings

and children made their own booklets "About Myself",
Illustrating their sentences. Booklets were displayed
for other children to read.

MATERIALS NEEDED
' Brown wrapping paper, dittos, primary chart paper, crayons, etc.

NAME OF ACTIVITY
If I were

PURPOSE
To help students clarify interests about themselves and use
this information to make decisions.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE
Working alone or in groups of 2 or 3, have children write or

draw what they would like to be if they were an animal, athlete,
book, etc..

Suggest that their choices be linked to their own interests,
likes, dislikes, etc...

Ask students to share their choice ana reason for their
choices with the class as a whole or iri a group. Reasons may

be stated in the following formats..
If I were a -- I'd be a so I could
For examples If I were a fish, I'd be a shark so I could
scare other fish.
Categories can be "changed to athlete, book, actress,
hat, car, singer, fish, building, etc..,

(continued next page)
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(continued)

MATERIALS NEEDED
Ditto sheet and the following chart on its

ANIMAL ATHLETE BOOK ACTRESS

HAT: . , IF I

ME
CARS

.

FISH SINGER BUILDER

e.
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NAME OF ACTIVITY

Who Are You?

PROCEDURES
My name is

4y test friend is

I like to collect

This summer I

In school I like

My pet at home is

This year-I would like to learn-

On Saturdays I like

I get angry when .

I am aftaid of

.1 am happy

The nicest thing I ever did was -"`

found fiVe dollars I would

Some day I want to be

86
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
Rank Order

PURPOSE
Aw ss of choices between competing alternatives. Prac-

tice in choosing from among alternatives and in ptiblicly
'affirming, explaining, or defending choices. Awareness that
issues require thoughtfUl consisderation.

EtOCEDURES Nt

Teacher's questions mill enable class to look deeper'
into themselves and make value judgement.

Three or four altOnative choices for responding to each
question are ranked in order according to value7riaden
ferences. Discussion ,a,y follow.

Teacher reads question, writes choices on the board, calls
upon 6 or 8 students to give rankings.

Sample questions:

1. Where would you like to go,

,planetarium
horror movie
library

Which would ybu most like to ha
one best'friend
many friends
two.or three good fri

3. What should an allowance used for?.
Saving far something you want .

spending on whatever you want at the moment
buying presents for others

4. What woad you do if yoti saw your best-4iend4Iteal some .
candy Ito& a store? e

report him
etend you.didn't see

ask him to share it with you

410 5. Which do you like best for dessert
) cake

. 0. fruit salad
ice dream . A

6. Which would you rather do(on a Sunday Morning?
Sleep late

_play with a friend
watch TV

'go to church

7. Which would you leust like to do?
move tc. a new school
lose your wallet

break your leg
8, Would you rather be?

a fireman
*policeman

a postman
9. Which would you rather play? ,

piano

gums
violin - 87 -
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
Either - or Forced Choice

PURPOSE
*Compels students to make1decIsions between two Competing

alternatives. "What characteristics do I identify with morn-
this or that?" Pupils examine feeling4, self concepts, and
values.

PROCEDURES
Teacher asks an either -or question as: Which do.you.

identify..with more, a:Volkswagon or Cadillac?" Those who
identify' with Volkswagon go to side of room indicated by
the 'teacher. (pointing or sign) . Those who identify with
Cadillac go to the other side of the room.

Each student finds partner on the chosen side and discusses
reasons for the choice. (2 min.)

All return tb center of room.
...

Same procedure for 4, 5, or 6 questions according to pupil
inierests: Students should discuss with a new partner each
time,

Samples: Are you more of a saver or spender?
Are you more like New York City or Colorado?
Are you more of a loner or grouper?
Are you more like a rose or daisy?
Are you more like summer or winter?

E OF ACTIVITY
Values Voting

PURPOSE'
Ask the students, "How many of you -

1. dream about being famous?
2. have ever cheated on an exam?
3. feel free to discuss sex with your paients? teachers?
4. have ever wished you were a childigaie
5., would love to direct a large symphony orchestra someday?.
6, have ever refinished apiece of furniture?
7. think your parents are to strict?
8. think'your teachers are not strict enough?
9. wOuld.go to school if you didn't have to?

10. wotildjike to change something about kilt.) school?

MATERIALS NEED .

10 questions

- 88 -
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
Mood Mosaid

.

PURPOSE
To provide a means,for the expression of feelings, and

.to'build an atmosphere-of self-disclOSUre.

PROCEDURE '
---riiIstruct a chart with the to column headings for each

ho1r of the day, and side rowheadings with each childs name.
The children are tc oclorin a square for each hour of the day

' with the color crayon that represents their feelings.
color code of about eight different crayons'is provided

so that each person in'the class uses the same colors.

MONDAY' TUESDAY Etc.

-g-9 9-10 10-11 ,8-9 9-10' 10-11

John,

Art

yanCy

Jim

Kathy

June

Red- Angry, mad
Orange- Unhappy, depressed
Black- Not so good''
Yellow- so, 'so
Blue- O.K.
Green- Wow, feeling good
Purple- Jantastic, Great
Brown,. Out-of-sight

ti

MATERIALS
A chart about 3 feet x 3 feet (approxiniate) and 8

different colored crayons.

-89-
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
PretenErTrm Grown-Up

PURPOSE
Developing self-awareness

PROCEDURES
T.11 children some of the things you did as a child to

pretend you were grown-up as stimulation to discuss what
thy,' might like to do and be when they grow up.

They might like to pretend they are grown up. They can

make hats and other items of identification that will help
them to pretend. Children might like to dress up or pantominc,

the activities of grownups for other children to guess why,'

they are doing.
Youngsters complete sentence "I like to p0;y. I am ."

Include a picture of themselves in grown-up roles.
Youngsters can make their own booklior class book, "Pre-

tending I'm Grown."

MATERIALS
Paper, Cxayons,

Dress up box -clean clothing- fathers old caps or hats

(especially if they show the kind of work he does)

mother's blouse, skirt, jewelry, hat, bag.
A

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Values Whips

PURPOSE
Simple and rapid means for students to eee haw others

react to questions or issues.

PROCEDURES
Questions given to class with a few moments to think about

answers. Teacher whips around room calling upon students to

give answers. (Brief and to the point although a little

background may better explain answer.)

Surpass What is something yoU are proud of
What is scmething you really believe in strongly?
What is one thing you would change in our world?
What is one thing you would change in our town? School?

Vary: Proud Whip
.Students consider what they have to be proud of.

Samples: "I'm proud of" Something you can do on your own.

"Itm proud that" Something you are proud of in re-
lation to money.

What are you,progd of that has to
do with:school?

What are you proud of that has to
do with something you have written.

Something you have done for an
older person.

Something you made with your own
hands.

- 90 -
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
Twenty Things You Love to Do

PURPOSE
To AOW what we value and want.

PROCEDURES
1. Students ., asked to write numbers from 1-20 down side of

paper.
2. They may list twenty things in life that they love to do,

big cr little children may think in terms of seasons of
the year. Lists may be discussed.

. 3. For further use, pupils may code their list as: $placed
beside any item which costs more than three dollars each
time it is done. Or, place A beside items pupils prefer
to do alone; F next to activities done with other people.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Paper, Pencils

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Magic Box

PURPOSE
To help students think about what they value.

PROCEDURES
1. Tell students about a Magic Box which is special--it

makes itself very small or very big. It contains any-
thing that-the student wants it to contain.

2. Ask pupils, "If you came home from school today and the
Magic Box was waiting for you to open it, what would be
in it? It can have anything you want."

3..Students may tell or write answers.
4. Vary: What would you want in a magic box for your mother?

What would you want for your best friend?
What is the smallest thing you would want?
What is the largest thing?
What would you want for poor people?

- -91 -
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PURPOSE
Salf-A-rareness ActLvity. 1) To ec.:11 child become

aware of himself as an indiviC.ual. 2) To give children ex-

ir thinking about, an& expressing the:'.:

dislikes,,etc. 3) To help children rea

ize they arse all different both physically and emotionaPY.

PROCEDURES
1, Ditto up individual sheets, each with its own tolAc-

to ba filled in by each child, 1eving space for drawings

if the child wishes to illustrate his thoughts,
2, Cne or two topics are discussed each week and then

completed in Class.
3. Bash ditto sheet is kept in a Colder in a "Fel-rate

pia.," treat each child's booklet as his very own (much

like a efary).
4. When all pages are completed-compile the booklet

ald ilJnF+rn.te the cover as each child wishes. This bock,.

Inz is then his or hers to keep as 1 record or himself

as of that day in his life. Discuss that his wishes,

anx_sties, even surroundings may be different, in the future

so this is a special record that he might treasure some-

dad.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Ditto sheets
Booklet covers
Crayons, yarn or other means of fastening individual
pages together. Scale and measuring tape (to weigh
and record the height of each child).

NAME OF ACTIVITY
The Giving Tree

PURPOSE
To promote more cooperativeness among students in

sharing, helping each other, etc...

PROCEDURES
1. Read the giving tree by Silverstein
2. Discuss how the children can give of themselves

to others as the tree did; such as, helping others,
or sharing.

3. Each time a child reaches out in friendship and
helpfulness to another child he receives from the
tree a note of appreciation written by the teacher
or another child.

MATERIALS NEEDED
1. .A small artificial tree (or a large branch)
The Giving ,Tree by Silverstein

92
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
My Family and Me

PURPOSE
Learning about children's family lives and how they

value themselves. Child will describe his family and other

families. He will discuss his roles and responsibilities

within the family.

PROCEDURES
Youngsters act out family situation which they make

up as: a family at dinner time or a family whose house

needs cleaning (Daily living routines--getting ready
for school, eating, drinking, going 'to bed).

CAUTION: Leader should insure that only positive attitudes
toward a child's family are discussed--not "normal"

or "abnormal" families

NAME OF ACTIVITY
I Have Fun

PURPOSE
Pleasure for each child and class.

PROCEDURES
Discuss ways to have fun. Respect all answers and

point out that fun and play are not always the same.
Fun to one person may be work to another.

Youngsters complete sentence, "I have fun
and include a picture to go with the story.

Make the pages into "fun books" for the classroom book

collection.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Paper
Crayons

NAME OF ACTIVITY
My Own Idea

PURPOSE
Self Expression. Development of oral language skills.

PROCEDURES
The children express their ideas-something they have

thought about, observed, heard, wished for--with a crayon

drawing, Give children a chance to tell story orally.

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Surprise

PURPOSE-
Pleasure for each youngster and class.

PROCEDURES
Talk with children about surprise they remember. Tell children to

decide on some surprise they want to tell about, but they should not
let anyone know what it is.

Each child draws a picture to finish the sentence: "Look at my
Youngsters share with rest of class.
MATERIALS NEEDED

Paper, Crayons 112
-93-
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NAT;
"riiandsYlp Without '+l orris

PURPOSE
---:niidlen will recogn..2, the tmpartar,ce ox 4:;tionn rs

well as words, as a means of expression°

2.21:0MURFS
Children on playground watch their friends while they

Play to find examples of how others express friendship

vii:hout tang words. Pupil observation can be recordd

for later discussion.

NAME OF ACTIVITY.
One of a kind

PURPOSE
To demonstrate uniqueness and individual difference...

PROCEDURES
Create a piece of art in front of your students. Don't

worry about quality. Uniqueness is what counts. All you
need are various colored construction paper, a staplerer,
some paste. Create a design or "creation" by tearing and
mounting paper together. Talk to the class as you create.
The design should be put together in under 5 minutes.
Ask your class: A. Have you ever seen this before? One like

this before? One exactly like it?
B. What things can you say about this work

of art' that are true?
(Accept any responses--good or bad)

C. Encourage other comments about design?
Now have students recreat.your work of art. (It's im-

possible to do) After comparing the various designs, sim-
ilarities will exist but no real replicas. When the
students understand the uniqueness of individual art work,
extend discussion to, "Can you apply these ideas to human
beings?" Want children to think in terms of each others
differences, uniqueness, and each is irreplaceable and
impossible to duplicate.

MATERIALS NEEDED
construction paper
stapler or paste

794".
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I,riends axe dveaal

PITRINrE

OnporLunity to elevelci vAliba.s; jescriptive wvreLs,

soft, high, low, squeaky, musical, Loisy, fussy.
1-1,ese wczds to classify voices.

PROCEDURES
Mscusst All friends have similar features but every-

onti :.ea other features that Ewe special and are -cheirz

Throw? Touchy Blindfold several children
,Pd examine a ciassmate* until they can deify him.
Ask them to explain what special feature helped them
guess who the other child uss.

Recsynizing Voices: Drving several classroom days,
turn tape recorder on occasionally and record the
chilcTene voices, (Natural situation am as unob-
tve.le as possible). Listen for liscvssion argu-
ments between children, role-21aying situations,
cormrsations, and songs or chants. Play these VAC83

Have several children say a sentence or two behiaa

a earlen while others close 'aeir eyes. Ask Cle5S&

to identify each voice they hear
PMPOa m.o.+

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Measurable Me

PURPOSE

To permit the child to discover mere facts about his
physical self.

To assist the student to use this information in under-
standing how people are alike but different.

To provide a relevant activity for motivation in measurement
activities.

PROCEDURES
Using a long length of construction, shelf or wrapping

paper (or tape together newspaper) have the child lay
down on it. The teacher or another child traces his out-
line with a felt-tip marker.

The outlines can be measurer; from top of head to bottom
of feet, length of arms, legs, etc.,

The activity can be expanded depending on sophistication
of children to three dimensional measurement of the childs
waist, ankles, etc.

95
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:elf - Awareness "happint-t, s Is'

PURPOSE
To have the chil.dran t; come awa:-. of Vle-uoi.;.1. a'

how they feel 5n many situbtions.

MYTDURES
1771ace a picture of a bmile face on the chalkboara

and I'vrite, "Happiness Is", underneath the face.
Ask children if they can read the two voids. I

at, tell them.
2. Turn OP vague machine and intradwe the theme,

"Happiness Is" through cartoon pictures of th N
Shultz characters.

3. When the pictures have been shown, ohut the lights

off and have children put their heads down tnink

..,:hat happiness means to them,

4. The children tell their story to the whole class
axe, teacher writes down what they say.

5. CbAl put their voices on cassette and chi listen

to their own voices.
6. itefer back to smile face on the board and have ch116

4An read, "Happiness Is" again.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Opaque Machine to display cartoon pictures of Charlie

Brown, Lucy, and Snoopy.
Paper, crayons, pencil
Cartoon pictures can-be-tut,out of comic books and teacher

adapt his own captions. Captions used: Happiness Is:

licking a bowl after mother has mixed a cake

is wearing a new shirt to go to school

is catching snowflakes on your tongue
is sleeping in the back seat on the way home

is coming home from the hospital
is the best seat at the parade

Retyped at the ERIC Clearinghouse in Career Education due to the marginal

reproducibility of the original.



NAME OF ACTIVITY
Who Am I? - Faces

PURPOSE
To allow children to discover facial expression and to

match them pictorially with the written word that describes

them.

PROCEDURES
is The teacher will discuss thrAl feelings "look" different

on people. A brief exchar ge of how some feelings
"look" may be necessary.

2. Write all the different feelings that your class
responds with on the board.

3. Ask the class to do the followings
a. Cut out 9 pictures of different feelings as shown

on peoples faces.
b. Divide their paper into equal tic-tac-toe squares
c. Paste one pictute per square. TRY,TO KEEP THEM

DIFFERENT
d. Write the feelings in jumble order on the back.

4. Once class is finished preparing board, allow them
to pair up with a-,buday and try to match the face
with the feeling - --word that the buddy reads to him.

5. Some disagreement may occur---allow it but be sure

. to present this to the children beforehand.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Tagboard arx24") for each child, magazines to cut
up, paste, magic markers or crayons, scissors.

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Totem Pole

PURPOSE
To enhance self-concept

PROCEDURES
Assign the students the-task of creating a totem pole,'

which expresses who they axe. (The totem pole can be actually

constructed, merely designed, or written about).

Have the students share the meaning behind the various

parts of their totem with the class, They may wish to

record what they say in their journals.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Students need wood glue other ob acts

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Things

PURPOSE
Positive self-concept, supportive environment for self-

disclosure.

PROCEDURES
Children break up into small

Children share the things they
To follow ups Journal, discus
Possible follow-ups Daily j
I did today that was good.
Possible questions to asks Did you find it easy or dif-

ficult to talk about thinge you are good at? How could

you learn more about your strengths?
- 97 -

Am Good At

ups(5 children in each).
good at.

on, taping, teacher observation,
entry of one thing
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
Telegram

PURPOSE
To diagnose concerns, develop supportive atmosphere

for self-disclosure.

PROCEDURES
Have the children pretend they have just recieved a

telegram. It. can have any message that they would like
it to have. Children share messages. Tape record, teacher
or observer writes down responses.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Ta.- Recorder

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Want Cards

PURPOSE
Diagnose student concerns and create sence of togetherness.

PROCEDURES
Give each student a 3x5 card. Have them anonymously

write down something they want. Collect the cards, shuffle
them and deal them out. Each student holds the card face
down until their turn. They flip the card over and quickly
read it, then continue talking, explaining the card as if
it were their own.

After the activity you might ask: Were many of the
cards similar? What are the uniquenesses and commonalities?
Was it hard or easy to pretend that the card you read
was yours?

MATERIALS NEEDED
3x5 index card

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Fingerprints

PURPOSE
To demonstrate uniqueness and individual differences.

PROCEDURES
Have children divide into small groups and after demon-

strating the techniques of fingerprints. (pressing fingers
on ink pad and rolling from left to right on paper without
squashing down to hard) have chibiren fingerprint each

other. Using magnifying glasses, have them study and
compare each other's prints.

Children should also place signature L...;". print and

compare handwriting style for uniqueness.
After children have been allowed time to compare their

handwriting and fingerprints, a discussion of how a tellies-

man uses these as well as foot prints and voice prt,i..s

to catch criminals might take place. Invite the Local

Police to the classroom to expand on these topics.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Ink Pad
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
74e' collage

PURPOSE
To help students become aware of who they are.

PROCEDURES
Have children go through magazines and cut out pictures,

words, and symbols that represent themselves, such as things
they like to do, things they own, places they've been,
people they admire, etc... Have collage assembled on a

piece of construction paper. If children have difficulty
finding pictures, they might like to construct or draw
pictures.

This activity can be done in school or at home; You

might like to display these collages. Have children ex-
plain their meaning or have other children attempt to guess
who is being represented by the collage.

Teacher may decide to periodically repeat this activity
during the year and discuss any, changes or similiarities
which exist in the collages.

MATERIAIS NEEDED
Construction paper, magazines, crayons, Paint, etc..

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Name Gaxe--Version I

PURPOSE
Awareness of Self

PROCEDURES
This should be done at the beginning of the school

year when theirrare new faces, The teacher and class

sit in a large circle on the floor. The teacher begins

by saying, "My name is Mrs. and I like to swim,
The child then sitting next to her will say Mrs.

likes to swim, My, name is and I like to

You continue around the circle repeating all that has
been said and adding your name and what you like to do.
Children will respond by helping those who forget someone

or- omething. This helps the new child to this new school

learn some new names and faces. In large classes it is

best to take smaller groups, say 12 -15 children to a group.

NAME OF ACTIVITY
The Name Game--VersionII

--PURPOSE
To help students learn each others names. To establish

positive feelings towards each other.

PROCEDURES
For this exercise, the teacher starts by saying, "ram

Miss, Mrs. or Mr. . The .student to her right says,
"I am Billy and thiTri Mrs. The process continues
around the room until the last person has repeated every-
body's name.(appropriate at beginning of the school year)

Extension of this activity is to have each person add

an adjective that describes something he is good at. For
instance, "I am dancing Tony." I am singing Billy and that's
dancing Tony," and so on around the room. This activity

can be used as a memory exercise as well as learning new

information about others in the class.

- 99 -
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NAME OF ACTIVITY
Wno Am I? - Disclosure

PURPOSE
To allow child to begin self-disclosUre.

PROCEDURES
Have group sit in a circle. Ask children to volunteer

information about their dress. Such responses as "I have
on a red dress," I am wearing new shoes, are appropriate.
Try to have the children select items which are unique
to themselves, and clearly differntiate themselves from
others.

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Developing Friendships

PURPOSE
Reinforces concept that each person has unique, recog-

nizable, physical qualities. Recognizes that people need
relationships with other people, value of friends, observe
and compare personal characteristics.

PROCEDURES
Recogazing Friends: Set up projector and hang a sheet

a few feet in front of it so that the projectoes"light
shines through it. Have all the children close their
eyes. Tap one child gently on the shoulder as a signal
to tiptoe quietly behind the sheet. Have the child stand
with his back to: the light. The rest of the clas6 try to
guess who it is. (Pupils turn sideways to show more easily
Identified profile.)

Visiting Friends: Children discuss friendships. What

do you do at home after school? Do friends come to visit?

What are some of the thingS you do when friends visit?
What would it be like to have no friends to play with

or visit?

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Child of the Week

PURPOSE
To build up the self-image of even the slowest child

in the classroom.

PR u RES
Each week a child can be selected as "The Child of the Week".

Names can be selected alphabetically. The child selected

prepares a bulletin board display to tell the class about

himself. Photographs of child, his wilting exercises and
drawings can be used. The child's address and a list of

family members might also be posted. Child could list

favorite books, hobbies, pets, sports or TV shows.

MATERIALS NEEDED
An empty bulletin board
Child's work
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NAME or ACTIVITY_-.--------------
Me Too Gam)

PURPOSE
To help children learn more about themselves. After

game, questions help youngsters realize that all huMaxs-

have same body parts.

PROCEDURES
Pair children, ask them to face each -other with hands

on each others shoulderst Call out a part of the body.

Each child points to that part of his partner's body and
says "Me too". Use of mirror, describe hair, eyes, nose,
skin. (Human likenesses differences.

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Self-Portraits

r

PURPOSE
To develop self-awareness of others in the classroom.

PROCEDURES
Encourage children to draw or paint self-portraits.

Use of mirror might stimulate youngsters to talk about
color of their hair and eyes, color and desgn of clothing,
and other items of interest. Child tells something about

himself which is written on the paper.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Drawing paper. Materials to paint or color, Mirror(optional)

NAME OF ACTIVITY
Body tracing

PURPOSE
To have children become aware of their physical self.

PROCEDURES
Divide class into pairs. Have each child take turn&

tracing each other on brown wrapping paper." Color, then

cut out. Mount on bulletin board. Let children discuss

or write about how they feel when they look at themselves.

YIN may wish to save 'the or4ations, repeat at a later
time in tho year, then compare the changei which :Ave taken

place.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Heavy brown wrapping paper, crayons, water color.
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ONE THINdl'I WOULD LIKE

TO CHANGE ABOUT

..=111.

MYSELF

,17

44..
A

40
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QUICKIES

THANK YOU NOTES
When the opportunity erises, have our pupils write

thank you notes toshow their true appreciation and positive
feelings to visitors, hosts, etc...

RAISE OR CARE FOR AN ANIMAL IN THE CLASSROOM
This, activity will help the pupil to care for a living

creature, watch its growth, understand its needs, etc...

MAKE A CLASS NEWSPAPER SHORT STORY CR POETRY MAGAZINE
Such a project permits the child to express personal

thoughts feelings, permits an outlet for creative expression.
Primary pupils can dictate their thoughts to older students.

PLANT AI. OUTDOOR GARDEN
Children learn first hand about some of the problems

and-satisfaction-a-farmer-hasrain; drought,----insects,
cold, need for fertilizer, soil conditioners, erosion, etc...

-GROW PLANTS IN AN INDOOR GARDEN
Like the above activity this project will provide more

benefits than the facts or processes involved in a science

approach alone. The pupil will become sensitive to effects
of heat, light, good soili etc... on the beauty and health

of the plant.

VALUES AUCTION
Construct a list of value-laden statements appropriava

to the level of your students. Conduct an "auction" using

tokens or imaginary money. Discuss reaotims to the auction.

Suggest each child's amount of money be limited, i.e. $50.00.

SPECIAL AREA BULLETIN BOARDS
Establish four bulletin board areasmath, social studies,

science, and language arts. Every two weeks choose four

f' students from a list of volunteers to be in charge of one

of the boards. Let each child place whatever he wishes

on the board.

MAKE A "ME" MUSEUM
Let each child have a small nook of the room to tell

about himself.' A special week could be devoted to this

activity. Show hobbies, friends, family, vacations, stories,

photos, drawings, etc..

PU=S-
t plays as a means of drawing put shy children.

Try puppet plays out feeling or emotions of all

children.

NAME TAGS
Make name tag.; .9or each child. Place a tag on each

child's desk.

SHARING FEELINGS
Show or display pictures of happy, sad, angry, frightened,

concerned, perplexed children, etc. Discuss the moods.

FEELING TAG
Give each child a smilt?g face and a frowning face.

Let them showthe face which best describes their feeling

at the time. - 10 4 -



EVALUATION,

Each teacher using activities from this guide, a

oommereal source, or utilizing original self-awareness

activities will want to know if the activities are suc-

cessful- -if they are helping the children learn. This

section attempts to provide some assistance to teachers

in this process of evaluation.

Since the activities will be used at different levels

and in different ways the procedure for evaluation was

not constructed for each activity. It is' hoped, that teachers

will consider their purposes for introducing the activity

and then choose appropriate evaluation techniques which

will permit quantitative, ealitive or even subjective

"measurement" of the planned objectives.

Generally, teachers should provide many opporttinities

for-children-to-display what they_canto, Students can

display understandings through oral or written reports,

through pictures or even through creative dramatics or

role playing.

Variams forms of pupil self-evaluation can be used.

Also, anecdotal records, attitude inventories and pupil

written journals can be helpful in evaluating whether

learning has taken place.

When evaluating a specific activity the teacher should

consider the questions-within each of the
following categories:

ACCESSIBILITY
What materials axe available for students?

How much time is available?

How much space is available?

Is there opportunity for exploration, study, and practice?

Are the experinces provided for the students real or imaginary?

4: additional resources are available?

.ther people are involved? How many?

AC.'

lance is expected of the children?

shildzen expected to do?

task?
,-ntive,differ from the individual objective?

:,:qtsider the interests-of the children?

.;;TPrate new ideas?

41 '.17. practical application?

41.
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MATERIALS AVAILABLE AT THE AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER
BRISTOL EASTERN HIGH SCHOOL

The following materials whith deal with self-awareness
and feelings may all be obtained at the Audio-Visual Dept,
Please-contact Mr. Henry Fitzgeraldt_0_ Director if you
have any questions ii. regard to the material.

FILMSTRIPS
Guidance Stories-P&I
Sharing With Others
Playing Fair
Sticking To Your Job
Taking Care of Things
One Kind of Bravery
New Friends-Old Friends

FILMSTRIPS & RECORDS
Set 5-Beginning to Read=P

Nobody Listens to Andrew
Something New at the Zoo
Boy Who Could Not Say His Name
One Day, Everything Went Wrong

'Just So Stories-p&I
Sight and: Sound Discovery TriprP

RECORDS
Creative Rhythyms For Children P&I
Just So Stories -P&I

Poems of Rudyard Kipling-P&I
Mother Goose Songs P&I
The Cat That Walked By Herself
Readings by Boris Karloff-P&I

The Reluctant Dragon
Readings by Boris Karloff-P&I

E1,11" 7ELMS

'.%chP&I
Plr; I:

Rolling Rice Ball-P&I
The Lion and The Mouse-P&I
Sheep, Sheep, Sheep-P&I
Poetry to Grow On-P &I

Poetry For Me-P&I
Let's Write a Story-P&I
Rise & Fall of the Great Lakes-I
River Must Live-I
Wild Highland ; -I
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FOR TEACHERS

1. Limbacher, Walter J., PH.D., I'm not alone, (Teacher's
Edition), George A. Pflaum, 38 West Fifth St. Dayton,
Ohio 45402, 1970
This is an excellent resource geared specifically to the
44 5, 6, grade level.-

2. Driscoll, Mary, Who Am I? (Teacher's Resource Guide),
William H. Sealer, Inc. N.Y. 1970
An excellent resource for activities, including songs and
music in the self-awareness area, Many activities for
special days such as Halloween.

3. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Career
Educationi U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
1971 (Supt. of Doc. Cat #HE5.280;80075)
This pamphlet contains an understanding outline of the
Career Education concept and includes a key to Occupational
Clusters.

4. Cunha, Joseph E., Kaiamore, Darryl, et. ta., Career % ,

..,

Development; A California model,for Career Guidance
Curriculum K-Adults, California Personnel and Guidance
Association, Fullerton, California 1972
A useful publication for those teachers who would like
to see actual examples of career awareness objectives.

5. Wenick, Walter, Teaching for Career Development in. he
Elementarj School. Chapter 5s "Developing the Art of
Teaching in Career Education", Charles A. Jones
Publishing Co., Worthington, Ohio 1973
Teachers will find the above chapter particularly usefUl.

6. B of Education, Bristol, "onn., Drug Education Curriculum,
1

Bristo sources which are directly applicable to the
9 113$

hkreis guide 4cmtains references to many existing

self-sAwarc=ncss phase of career education. This guide

should be available in each school in Bristol.
7. veils, Harold C., Ed.' D.; and Canfield, John, About Me,

("ftchers Guide), Encyclopedia Britanica, Education
Ced,:....cation, Chicago, 1971. A usefUl guide containing

s-:l.r.'-aq rrlass activities.
8. -':'2 7n11...5)1Arsiroach to Career Education. K-2 Series,

',..:TAA.Ljorr ,7-.111e, Vca.II. Education Achievment Corperation

Tr 0^
for activities in self-awareness
at the K-6 level. Available through

. 2.nllagraphy_fpr Career Educations.

6'. .7. 0.1 E.r:".stol Public Schools, Printed 2/20/74

relating to resources
lv. ", ' thro. Career Education personnel,
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1. Adams, Raymoni, and Bruce Biddle, of Classroom
Columbia, Mo. Center for research in

Social Behavior. 1967
2. Axline, Virginia, Dib_r_a Search of Self. N.Y. Ballantine

Books
3. Becker, Wesley, Parents are Teachers. Champaign III.

Research Press, 1970
4. Borton, Terry, Reac),Touch and Teachs Student Cocerns

and process education. York; McGraw Hill, 1970
5. Coleman, James, Personality Dynamics and Effective Behavior,

Chicago, Scott, Foresman, and Co., 160
6. Eriksson, E.H. Identity: Youth and Crisis, N.Y. W.W. Norton 1968
7. French, R.L. And Charles M. Galloway, "A new look at ,

classroom interaction," Educational Leadership, March 1970.
8. Glasser, William, Schools Without Patin/1.1 N.Y. Harper & Row 1969
9. Gordon, Thomas, Parent Effectiveness Training, New Yorks

Peter H. Hyden, 1970
10.Greenberg, Herbert M. Teaching with Feeling,: Compassion

and Self-Awareness in the classroom today. N.Y. Macmillion 1969
11.Holt, John, How Children Fail N.Y. Pitman 1967
12, Holt, John, How Children Learn, N.Y. Pitman 1967
13. Holt, John, What Do I Do On Monday, N.Y.r.P. Dutton, 1970
144Horney, Karen, Neurosis and Human Growth, N.Y. Norton,1950
15.Jones, Richard,M. Fantasy and FeelinLin Education,

N.Y.L.Y. University Press 1968
16.Kohl,Herbert, 26241dren,N.Y. Signet Book, 1968
17 .Kozol , Jonathan, Death an Early Boston: Houghton

Mifflin, 1967
18.Maslow, Abreham, Toward A Psycholomr of Be Revised

edition. Princeton N.J. D. Van Nostrand, 1
19.Otto,Herbert A., Guide To Developing. Your Potential.

N.Y. Charles Scribner and sot's., 1970
20.Postman,Nei1, and Charles Weingartner, Teaching as a

Subversive Activityj, N.Y. Delacorte Press, 1909
21 .Rogers ,Caxl, On 1.1.2,12 Boston: Houghton-Mifflin

1961
2..T.3.ogers,Carl, Freedom to Learn, Colubus Ohio Charles E Mcrril 1969
23.2oxrance,EPaul, et.al. "Emergence of Identity. The first years.

itep:Irt of Forum 2, Whita House Conrerence on youth
nario, and Gerald Weinstein, libjir ng Urban

cinho6.5.3 VI.-e-Tia N.Y. Holt, Rinehard and Win .,.+.0n Inc. 1968

"j TE:provAse.tion for the The.s.t...2:Lt Evaston,
:!.'westrn University Press

^tros me feel this way ?, Macmi.3:1,31
Inc. N.Y. 1972

''r .* .:0.1ot, Hon tr) Undcrsta.nd Yourself
L. Bete Co., Inc, . zeenfield
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A Career Awareness Guide by, Mary Johns
Joanne Platt
Rosemarie Witkewicz

EdRewood Kindergarteners Look at Themselves and Othern

was written as a Career Awareness guide to be used in the

Edgewood kindergartens. We designed this guide to meet

the needs of the children at Or school. A number of our

children come from upper middle class homis. We also have

a large percentage of children that come from economically

or culturally deprived areas and any with unstable family

backgrounds. This contributes to their negative attitude

towards school and community services. As stated in our

goals, we hope to improve their attitudes towards their

environment.

All of the teaching aids in this guide area-fellable

at Edgewood School".""

This is by no means a complete guide. Expansion

upon certain areas or occupations will depend on the

interests of the individual class and the teacher.

The pages were designed to be' a sovrce of activitSes

to be used when working through each unit. Again, it is to

be an on going reference with certain activities expanded

upon or deleted as the teacher discovers her classes need.

The evaluation procedures to be used,at this level

is to judge the level cf awareness of the children through

;:re and post discussions of the subject area covered.
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Dear Parents,
During this school year we will be exploring the

field of Career Education. At our level our main interest

lies in the area of self=awareness. Our main theme is

Edgewood Kindergarteners Look At Themselves And Others.
We plan to include in our program a look at the self, the
family unit, the school environment, and the community
services.

In order to make this more relevant to the children
we would like to encourage parental participation. If
you would be willing to volunteer your time please fill
in and return the enclosed questionaire, We would like
to cover the jobs performed within the home such as cooking,
sewing,'home maintenance, etc. Parents occupations would
certainly prove interesting to the children. Also, out-

side interests such as painting, Judo, dancing, etc, would
have great appeal to the children.

We look forward to recieving yam answer and will
call on you at various times throughout the year.

Thank you.

NAME

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

OCCUPATION OF WITHER

OCCUPATION OF FATHER

HOBBIES

=MIN=.110

OUTSIDE INTERESTS

11YOU MIGHT LIKE TO SHARE WITH US.
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EDGEWOOD KINDERGARTENERS LOOK AT THEMSELVES AND OTHERS

GOALS

I. The Self: To develop a more positive self-concept

and a greater understanding of self.

The Family: To develop an awareness of the family

unit, the co-operation necessary among its members,

and the Jobe that must be carried out within the home.

III. The School: To develop an awareness of the child's

role in the school community, and to develop an aware-

ness of the interdependence and importance of each

individual school, worker.

IV. The Community Helpers: To develop an awareness of the

community helpers who have the most direct effect on

the child.
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SEY AWARENESS

Specific Objectives

By the end of the- kindergarten year it is hoped that

each child wills

1. Be aware of his/her body parts.

2. be aware of likenesses and differences within

all people.

3. be aware of his/her emotions.

4. be aware of the emotions of others.

5. realize that he is responsible for his/her behavior.

6. learn to function effectively in a group situation.

7. be able to cope with decisions, choices, changes,

and their outcomes.

8. demonstrate acceptable health habits and persmal

appearance.
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THE SELF

Content Outline y

I. The Physical Self

A. Specific body parts

B. What makes us the same, what makes us different.

II, The Emotional Self

A. Feelings of self

B. Feelings of others

C. Acceptance of self

D. Acceptance of others

The Behavioral Self

A. Independence

B. Interdependence

C. Choices, changes, and consequences
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SELF AWARENESS ACTIVITIES

1. Peabody Language Development Program

2. Fingerprinting with an ink pad to show likenesses and
differences

3. Hap Palmer records

4. Make an "All About Me" book to be continued all year
Include photographs, hart drawn pictures, magazine
pictures, poems, favorite activities etc.

5. Use of fingerplays

6. DUSO

7. Use-a fUll-length mirror to encourage not vanity, but

a natural curiosity-discover how smiles, frowns, glares,
and even tears look

8. Physical Attribute Book- to be a yearly dialogues height
and weight changes, loss of teeth etc..

9. Have a child make a puppet of himself to at out how he
thinks and feels

10. Trace each child on a large paper- have him color or
pAint his, own identity

11. Hand and foot casting or tracing

12. Use of songs

13. Role-playing

14. Make masks /or puppets to portray feelings

15. Have talent show

16. Play games, hp,-,.! ml.ck time to encourage cooperation
anl sharing

17, Experience chv,..A.;;

18. Dis "ues personal Irwlnes care of clothing, clothes
and weather, thinza we do daily, care of property and
need for balanced meals. Use of mirrors again
for brushing teeth, combing hair, etc.

19. Situational experiences hake the kind of face you, have
when your ice cream cone drops

20.Make : :lees on paper plates-child can hold up proper
emotional facial Jxpressions for given situations,
surprised, happy, sad, angry etc....

21. cut out magazine pictures to sblw various expressions

22. pantomime feelings and have children guess what they are
-_114
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(self awareness,aotivities cont.)

23. Filmstrips

24. Body part puzzles

25 Birthday chart to record each child's birthday

26. Games: Hokey Pokey, Simon Says, etc..

27. Ditto - Illustrate body parts and have children cut
out and paste togethq.r

28. Siloubettes - trace each child using the light from
a projector

134
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GOOD READING FOR SELF AWARENESS UNIT
.e.

Aliki My Hands.

Alrsh, Roz Open Your Eyes.

Asherson, Sara -Row to FlnSA Friend.

Beim, Lorraine Two Is A Team.

Lurn, Doris Andrew Henry's Meadow.

Becker, May Lamberton Mother Goose.

Cohen,. Miriam Will I Have A Friend.

Francoise, Thank You Book.

Guilfoile, Elizabeth Nobody Listens To Andrew.

Hitte, Kathryn Boy Was I Mad.

Hille, Brandts Lens If I Were.

Kramon, Florence Nobody Looks At Eugene.

Leaf, Munro Manners Can Be Fun.

Lesieg, Theodore I Wish That I Had Duck Feet.

namling, Carl What's In The Dark.

Perkins, Al The Nose Bock.

Showers, Paul Find Out By Touching.

Tazell, Charles The Littlest Snowman.

7!cr, Jean Harry The DIlity Dog.

Johton, Johanna .1,:uo.s41171

Suns, Er. The Fzv-.1.:

Porkins, Al The EAr P,00k.
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THE FAINTLY

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

By the end of the unit it is hoped that each child will
be able tot

i. identify family members

2. identify the jobs within the home and realize
that jobs must be completed through family
co- operation. (Jobs are not to be role assigned.)

3. understand whyofamily members work outside the home.

4. understand that every job has dignity.
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THE FAMILY

Content Outline

I. The Members

A. Child

B. Parents

C. Siblings

D. Relatives

II. Jobs Within The Home

A. Child care'

B. Cooking

C. Cleaning

D.IMaintainance

-III. Jobs Outside The Home

A. Chid - school.

B. Parents -work

C. Volunteer activities

of

a

t
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FAMILY UNIT ACTIVITIES

1. General discussion of the family unit: how family members
help each other by working in or out of the home,

2. Add family members to "All About Me" book,

3. Have parents in to discuss their jots and hobbies.

4. Have doll corner with doll house miniature appliances
and household' equipment.

5. Use dolls to represent family members.

6..Use filmstrips to show jobs of various family members.

7. Do role playing with the aid of pUpiets.

8. Make a mural showing rambers of the family at work.,

9. In the classroom do activities such as cooking, sewing,

ironing, cleaning, etc..

10. Make family member mobiles.

11. Have children bring in marAAne pictures showing different
workers- good idea for buI.:etin beard.

12. Discuss the cl&spity that all jobs have.

13. Have child draw a picture or tell a story about some
job that he was taught by his parents; then have him
point out some good habit he learned from it.

14. Have the children, play sharades with various occupations.

15. Teacher and child may work together to avelop an ex-
perience chart or story on the subject of work, (ellild's

role as'a member of the family).
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Sbmily unit activities; cont..)

16. Discuss jobs that the children can do at home such as:
baby sit, wash dishes, run errands, shine shoes, mow
lawn, take out trash, straighten the house, wash ears,
water plants, take care of pets etc..

17. Make a job chart depicting what each child has done.

18. Bring in and discuss the jools parents use in their job.

19. Show the children how to do basic jobs such as setting
and, clearing the table, washing dishes, etc.

20. Have parents cope in and demonstrate their work.

21. Visit some parents in their place of work.

22. Visit home of a child and have parent demonstrate
some.job in its natural setting.

23. For holiday gifts,, child makes a flower with each
petal representing a job he will perform - as petal
is picked, job is carried out.
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GOOD READING FOR FAMILY UNIT .

Beim, Jerold Kid Brother.

Bloonquist, David Daddy Is home.

i Brown, Myra B. Company's Coror Dinner.

Burton, Virginia Lee The Little House.

Eastman, P.D. Are You My Mother.

Reed, Betty Jane More Mom For Tom,

Regniers, Beatrice Scheel de May I Bring A Friend.

Schwartz, Elizabeth When Animals Are Babies.

Zolotov, Charlotte Big Brother & Little Sister.

- 121 -
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THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY

Specific Objectives

By the end of this unit it is hoped that each child will
be able tot

ionderstand his/heivrvle in school

2, understand the role of school empleyees

3. realize the interdependence of the scnool employees

4. realize that the co- operation of workers is necessary'

for jobs to be completed effectiveTY and efficiently
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School Unit Activities

1. Discuss child's role in school (child is actually at
his job).

2. Discuss the job of the teacher.
3. Role play teacher
4. Discuss custodians job.
5. Tour schoOl with the custodian, his work room, boiler

room, etc.'
6. Help custodian with some of his jobs: putting flag up,

sweeping, preparing all purpose room for lunch.
7. Discuss secretaries job.
8. Interview the secretary.
9. Let the children actually help run some of the machines:

ditto machine, typewriter, etc..
10. Discuss crimcipal's Jab.
11. Interview principal..
12. Let principal demonstrate intercom and bell system.
13. Have principal come to the classroom to work with the

children: play game or read a story.
14. Discuss the health aid's job.
15, Visit health room and have aid discuss her duties

with the children
16. Have health aid teach a lesson on good Ilalth habits.
17. Discuss the role of the Dental Hygenist.
18. Let the Dental hygenist teach a lesson on care of teeth.
19. Discuss speech teachers duties.
20. Speech teacher can conduct a language lesson.
21. Have reading consultant visit class and tell about her duties.
22. Physical Education teacher may visit and conduct a lesson.
23. Art teacher can visit class, explain his role, and

condUct a lesson
24. Music teacher can also visit, tell about her job and

conduct a lesson.
-'25. Visit,librarian and let her explain her dutieg, care

of books, how to borrow, and then read a story.
26. Dietician may come to classroom and explain what she

does for our school and tell about the duties of the

cooks.
27. Visit Kitchen - let the children share in the preparation

of cookies.
28. Make children aware that there is a cashier and that

lunch must be paid for.
_-

29. Discuss the role of student help in the cafeteria.
30. Have 'Las driver visit classroom and discuss his job.

and safety on the school bus
31. Inspect bus.
32. Show a tape and slide presentation of all the workers

in our school.
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GOAD READING FOR SOW= UNIT

Barr, Jane GlOD MORNING TEACHER

Barr, Jane MISS TERRY AT THE LIBRARY,

Beira, Jerold ANDY AND ME SCHOOL BUS.

Beim, Jerold COUNTRY STORE.

Beim, Jerold irLE SMALLEST BOY IN THE CLASS,

Greene, Carla- I WART TO BE A STOREKEEPER.

Greene, Carla I WANT TO BE A TEACHER,
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COMMUNITY HELPERS

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

By the end of this unit it is hoped that each child will
be able tog

1. identify the community service workers who effect

his immediate environment.

2. discuss how the work of each community helper

affects the individual child.

3, comprehend what his life would be like without

the aid of each community service worker.
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THE COMMUNITY MIXERS

Content Outline

I. Mail Service

II. LawE,Ibrcement

III. Fire Department

IV. Health Service

A. Doctor

B. Nurse

C. Dentist

D. rruggist

V. Public Works Department

VI. Store Workers

A. Manager

B. Clerk

VII. Service Station

A. Gas

B. Re- &rs
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COMMUNITY HELPERS UNIT ACTIVITIES

1. Discussion What wolld you do to keep your school
and community clean?

2. Clean up school grounds.

3. As a continuation of above discussion, lead children
into the concept that there are people who are paid to
keep the community clean and safe.

PUBLIC WORKS

4. Discussion. What would happen if the trash collector
didn't collect?

5. Interview the trash collector when he picks up school
refuge.

6. Discussion. What would happen if knowone-took care
of the roads?

7. Invite members of the Highway Dept. to school to
demonstrate their equipment.

8. Help the school grounds crew with weeding.

LAW ENFORCPNTIT

9. Visit the Police Dept. or invite an officer to school.

10. Name places where you have seen a police officer at work.

11. Role playing.

12. Make policeman's bats.

13. Have police ambulance come to school.

FIRE PROTECTION

14. Make fire hats.

15. Role playing. ,

16. Visit fire heus..).

17. Illustrate visit.

MAIL SFRVICE

18. Make pictures and write a group letter to someone
that has visited us and'mail.

19. Visit post office to mail their letter and find out
what will happen to it.

HEALTH SFEVICES

20. Invite the following people to come into the classroom
to discuss their jobs and responsibilities! nurse,
doctor, dentist, druggist, etc.

21. Make sure all people who came into the classroom or
conducted acme ant4 cif visi+ axe nont thank you notes.
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